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2 Summary 

The fragile X syndrome (FXS) is the most common inherited cause of autism and intellectual 

disabilities in humans. A mutation of the Fmr1 gene on the X chromosome leads to a reduced or 

abolished expression of the protein FMRP and induces a broad spectrum of symptoms. Amongst 

different features related with autism, a large number of patients report impairments in the processing 

of sensory information, including hypersensitivity to acoustic stimuli, audiogenic seizures and 

decreased habituation and adaptation. Using genetically engineered Fmr1 KO mice, an altered 

transmission of neuronal signals could already be shown in higher centers of the auditory pathway. 

These results illustrate a general increase of neuronal activity. However, it remains unclear if this is 

a result of excessive excitation or reduced inhibition and where the origins are to be found.  

The lateral superior olive (LSO) is the first nucleus to receive and process binaural information. 

Principal cells compare sound intensity differences between both ears to help localizing a sound 

source in space. Excitation from the ipsilateral ear becomes gradually suppressed by contralateral 

inhibition when a sound source is moving from the one side of the head to the other. This 

characteristic allows to assess the excitatory drive alone and the interplay of excitation and inhibition 

at the same time by presenting acoustic stimuli to one or both ears of the animal. Using in vivo 

extracellular single unit recordings, we aimed to discover, if either excitation or inhibition is altered 

in FXS mice already at this basic nucleus of the auditory pathway. A comparison of wildtype and 

Fmr1 KO animals helped to identify, which features of auditory signal transduction are affected at 

this early stage of sensory processing. As to date only very limited in vivo data of the LSO of mice 

is accessible, we initially had to characterize the response properties of its principal cells.  

The expected basic features showed to be comparable to other mammals, with some minor 

adaptations regarding accentuated firing patterns and spectral limitations. A lack of FMRP as a 

consequence of the Fmr1 knock-out, however, showed to affect the general firing pattern. Neuronal 

responses to stimulation with white noise bursts, click sounds and pure tones were slightly increased, 

including enhanced firing and differences in timing. Response bandwidth of frequency tuning was 

significantly broadened and the processing of intensity differences between ears was shifted. These 

results indicate an enhanced excitability in Fmr1 KO animals already at the level of the auditory 

brainstem. Yet, characteristic features of FXS like reduced adaptation or delayed responses were not 

significantly affected. This implies that cortical impairments as a result from a lack of FMRP are 

already formed at the beginning of the auditory path as a model of the signal cascade in central 

processing. However, most observed differences are only mildly altered, leading to the conclusion 

for a gradual augmentation of impairments throughout the course of signal transduction.  
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3 Zusammenfassung 

Das Fragiles-X-Syndrom (FXS) stellt die häufigste Ursache für erblich bedingten Autismus und 

geistige Behinderung beim Menschen dar. Hierbei führt eine Mutation des Fmr1-Gens auf dem X-

Chromosom zu einer Fehlproduktion des Proteins FMRP und verursacht somit ein breites Spektrum 

an Symptomen. Neben Ausprägungsformen des Autismus berichten viele Patienten von Problemen 

in der Verarbeitung sensorischer Informationen. Dazu zählen unter anderen Überempfindlichkeit von 

Hörwahrnehmungen, akustisch induzierte Epilepsien und beeinträchtige Habituation und 

Adaptation. Mithilfe von Fmr1 knock-out Mäusen konnten bereits Veränderungen der 

Signalübertragung in unterschiedlichen Hirnregionen demonstriert werden. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen 

eine generell erhöhte neuronale Aktivität. Dabei ist unklar, ob dies eine Folge von verstärkter 

Erregbarkeit oder verminderter neuronaler Hemmung ist. Zudem ist der Ursprung dieser veränderten 

Verarbeitung weitgehend unbekannt.  

Die laterale superiore Olive (LSO) des Hirnstamms ist die erste Station der aufsteigenden Hörbahn, 

die Signale von beiden Ohren verarbeitet. Hier werden Intensitätsunterschiede von Schallen 

zwischen beiden Ohren verglichen und tragen somit zur Lokalisation einer Schallquelle bei. 

Exzitatorische Eingänge des ipsilateralen Ohres werden durch ansteigende Inhibition des anderen 

Ohres graduell unterdrückt, je weiter sich eine Schallquelle von der einen auf die andere Seite des 

Kopfes bewegt. Dank dieser Eigenschaft kann sowohl die Exzitation allein als auch das 

Zusammenspiel von erregenden und hemmenden Eingängen mittels akustischer Stimulation und 

gleichzeitiger extrazellulärer Einzelzellableitungen in vivo untersucht werden. Ein Vergleich 

zwischen Wildtyp- und Fmr1 Knock-out-Mäusen diente hierbei zur Klärung, welche Merkmale 

bereits in dieser frühen Stufe der Signalübertragung bei FXS betroffen sind. Da bislang so gut wie 

keine in vivo Daten zur LSO von Mäusen vorliegen mussten wir im Vorfeld die 

Antworteigenschaften der Hauptzellen untersuchen.  

Mit Ausnahme des Feuerverhaltens und spektraler Anpassungen zeigten sich hier keine Unterschiede 

zu bisher untersuchten Säugetieren. Ohne FMRP, als Folge des Fmr1-Knockouts, zeigte sich das 

generelle Feuerverhalten allerdings verändert. Auf die Präsentation von weißem Rauschen, Clicks 

und Reintönen reagierten die Zellen mit leicht verändertem Antwortverhalten, was sich unter 

anderem in verstärktem Feuern und Unterschieden im Timing zeigte. Die Bandbreite des 

Frequenztunings war vergrößert und die Verarbeitung von Intensitätsunterschieden zwischen beiden 

Ohren beeinträchtigt. Die meisten Aspekte der Adaptation waren in beiden Genotypen hingegen zu 

vernachlässigen. Diese Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass die Signalverarbeitung bei FXS als Folge einer 

verstärkten Erregbarkeit bereits auf der Ebene des auditorischen Hirnstamms verändert ist. 

Veränderungen scheinen damit bereits sehr früh in der Signalverarbeitung aufzutreten, wenn auch in 
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abgemilderter Form. Dies lässt den Schluss zu, dass die Beeinträchtigungen entlang der auditorischen 

Bahn schrittweise zunehmen. 
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4 Introduction 

4.1 The auditory system of mice as a model to study altered neuronal 
processing in a neurological disorder 

Innumerous ways emerged in the history of science to investigate the fundamentals of diseases and 

their physiological processes. In the course of such research, it is commonly not feasible to directly 

examine the origin of a disorder. For technical or ethical reasons, it is often necessary to design 

strategies to evade this inaccessibility. In the present case, we aimed to study the physiological basics 

of the fragile X syndrome (FXS), a prevalent inheritable cause for mental retardation and autism in 

humans. Among a large number of other symptoms, it is known that this disorder is associated with 

sensory processing deficits. This emanated the idea to elucidate neurophysiological changes in this 

phenotype using the auditory system as a model. However, neurological research in human patients 

is mostly limited to noninvasive approaches. The possibility to generate genetically engineered mice 

with the same genetic and a comparable phenotypical background to human FXS patients offered the 

possibility to investigate neuronal processes in closer detail. In this study, the auditory system of 

such mice served as a model to illuminate the basics of altered neuronal processing in FXS. 

4.1.1 An evolutionary drive for the formation of sensory systems 

One feature of living organisms is the ability to detect information from their environment and 

respond to it. Protozoans recognize changes in temperature or pH and try to avoid critical values by 

flagellar locomotion. Trees notice the position of the sun and orientate their leaves towards it for a 

maximal yield of light. And seagulls returning from fishing are able to relocate their offspring in a 

busy colony only by listening to its individual calls. In the course of evolution, various sensory 

systems have been developed to survive in the struggle of life. Here, the sense of hearing plays a 

substantial role for numerous species. Not only prominent representatives such as bats or toothed 

whales rely on their auditory system, also more unexpected organisms make considerable use of 

acoustic information. Elephants and giraffes can produce and detect infrasound to communicate 

across distances of several kilometers. A reasonable number of fish species use sounds for mating 

and territory defense. And even plants were shown to release more pollen when ensonified with the 

buzzing noise of approaching bees (Attenborough, 1995). Accordingly, sound detection and 

processing seems to be beneficial for survival and reproduction. To perform this task, evolution 

emerged different strategies, fitting to the respective ecological niche and the physical and 

physiological prerequisites.  
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4.1.2 The nature of sound and its perception 

Broken down to the basics, sound is the propagation of pressure changes of a medium, commonly 

radiating in waves. The velocity and the magnitude of these changes need to be within a certain range 

to become audible, depending on the considered perception system. Consequently, a hearing organ 

is a structure being responsive to pressure changes such as a membrane. For the translation into 

neuronal information, this membrane is typically connected to a mechanoreceptor, e.g. a hair cell. 

Using sound to collect and transmit information brings a number of advantages: The organism is not 

dependent on daylight and can thus also act and react at night or in complete darkness. The 

propagation of sound is much faster compared to other sensations such as olfaction. Moreover, it is 

possible to gather and exchange information across longer distances than tactile perception or 

electroreception, up to as far as hundreds of kilometers (Risch et al., 2012). In addition, sound can 

overcome obstacles and pass through objects or matter, which are impermeable to light. 

Consequently, it is not surprising that numerous species developed their own strategies to benefit 

from the perception of sounds. For example, several fish species use their swim bladder to perform 

this task, many insects developed tympanal organs on their integument and amphibians often show 

elaborated tympanums (Rossing, 2015). 

4.1.3 The general organization of the auditory system of mammals 

Sound processing in mammals follows the same principal mechanisms as in other hearing animals, 

but shows some individual adaptations. In general, the propagating waves of a sound source are 

accumulated and augmented at the animal’s pinnae and conveyed to the eardrum via the ear canal. 

This membrane transduces the pressure fluctuations of air into mechanic oscillation and forms the 

borderline between outer and middle ear. One apomorphy of mammals, i.e. a common inherited 

feature only found in the respective taxon, is the development of an elaborated middle ear with three 

ossicles (Figure 1A). Here, the oscillations of the eardrum are modified and transmitted onto the oval 

window, a membrane covering the inner ear. This bony structure contains the cochlea and the 

vestibular system and is filled with endolymph, a fluid with a unique ionic composition. Necessarily, 

air-born sound has to be transformed into an oscillating fluid. To perform this task and to facilitate 

translation efficiency, the ossicles serve as an impedance converter. Inside the cavities of the spiral 

cochlea, the basilar membrane with the Organ of Corti holds hair cells as mechanoreceptors. This 

membrane is of about 30 mm length in humans and coils up the entire cochlea. As sound is 

transmitted via eardrum and ossicles onto the endolymph of the inner ear, the basilar membrane 

responds to the oscillations of the surrounding fluid. Depending on the frequency of the sound and 

the consistency of the basilar membrane, a certain part of the membrane responds best, or resonates, 
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resulting in a maximal deflection at this point (Figure 1B). Hair cells at the respective segment of the 
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Figure 1: The auditory system of humans. A: Schematic section of the human ear. Adapted from 
Tortora and Nielsen, 2013. B: Figurative unreeling of the human basilar membrane. Stimulation with 
low or high frequencies deflects different sections of the membrane. This characteristic is the basic 
principle for a tonotopic arrangement auf the auditory system. Adapted from Kennedy et al., 2009. 
C: Ascending auditory pathway. Adapted from Purves et al., 2012. 
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basilar membrane convert this mechanic deflection into neuronal information, comparable to an 

analog digital converter. From this point, the auditory nerve transmits the deciphered acoustic 

information to the first relay station of the auditory system in the central nervous system, the cochlear 

nucleus (Figure 1C). In this brain area, located at the lateral edges of the auditory brainstem, basic 

filter operations and signal transformations are performed. A prominent feature of this nucleus is the 

relay function. From here, acoustic information is sent via three major pathways to successive centers 

of the auditory system. Following one of these pathways, the ventral acoustic stria (VAS), neuronal 

signals are propagated to a multipartite cellular agglomeration in the ventral part of the ipsilateral 

pons, the superior olivary complex (SOC). This area is divided into several smaller nuclei, each with 

distinct functions. Moreover, a subdivision of the VAS crosses the midline of the brain, projecting 

to the contralateral SOC and other nuclei of the auditory system. Following multiple steps of 

conversion, filtering and integration in numerous nuclei, the three major streams of the auditory 

brainstem converge in a prominent structure of the midbrain, the inferior colliculus (IC). This 

complex brain area mainly combines and integrates the receiving information, in turn projecting to a 

nucleus of the auditory thalamus, the medial geniculate body. Subsequently, the auditory information 

is routed to several areas of the auditory cortex, where it is ultimately processed and interpreted as 

conscious sound impressions. Despite this vast amount of computational steps and a considerable 

number of intercalated nuclei, the auditory system of mammals is strikingly fast. Studies in humans 

report a delay of only about 50 ms for a sound reaching the eardrum to conscious perception 

(Schnupp et al., 2012). 

4.1.4 Characteristics and adaptations of hearing in mice 

Wild house mice (Mus musculus) live in hierarchically organized colonies of up to 50 individuals. 

For intraspecific communication, these animals mainly use olfactory and acoustic signals. Courtship, 

breeding and warning calls are well documented and show a considerable repertoire of syllables and 

songs (Sewell, 1972; Haack et al., 1983; Hofer et al., 2002; Holy and Guo, 2005). Accordingly, 

acoustic communication plays a key role for social interaction. In addition, mice serve as preferred 

prey for various predators such as cats, weasels and foxes. The best strategy for survival is to quickly 

detect these carnivores and hide in a safe place. In this case, acute hearing is remarkably beneficial. 

Moreover, the proportionally large pinnae of mice are an apparent indicator that hearing is of 

substantial importance for these animals.  

Research of the past decades showed a well-developed auditory system in mice. Thresholds for the 

perception of sound pressure fluctuations are reported to be comparable to other rodents or mammals 

living in similar environmental conditions and ecological habitats (Fay, 1988; Heffner and Heffner, 

2007). Likewise, the ontogenetic development of hearing in mice is consistent with other animals, 
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showing a hearing onset around postnatal day 12 (Romand, 2012), prior to the opening of the eyes 

some days later. 

The main stages of the auditory system are in accordance with what is known from other mammals, 

yet few alterations are reported. For example, the spectrum of audible frequencies is adapted to the 

biologically relevant range. Mice are able to perceive sound frequencies between 2 and 90 kHz 

(Heffner and Heffner, 2007). Thus, the lower limit is almost five octaves higher compared to humans. 

At the upper edge of the spectrum, they succeed our hearing range with more than two octaves. The 

most relevant band of the entire range is suggested to cover frequencies inaudible for humans. This 

explains the impression that mice do not communicate as sophisticated as it has been shown for other 

species. In fact, calls of social interaction are reported to range from 30 – 110 kHz, hence entirely 

located within the ultrasonic frequency range and thus not detectable for human ears (Sewell, 1972; 

Haack et al., 1983; Hofer et al., 2002; Holy and Guo, 2005). Only few vocalizations of distress and 

aggression are low enough to become perceptible for the human ear. Thus, it is not surprising that 

their hearing range is shifted in favor of higher frequencies. In accordance with this distribution of 

the audible spectrum, adaptations at the level of the central nervous system can be observed. In the 

mammalian brain, a specialized structure for binaural processing of low frequencies can be found, 

the medial superior olive (MSO). Consequently, in species with pronounced low-frequency hearing 

this brain area is commonly well developed. In mice however, this region is of comparably small 

size. On the other hand, structures known for their preference for the processing of high frequencies 

are well represented in the auditory pathway of mice. One of these brain areas is the lateral superior 

olive (LSO), a nucleus primarily known to be involved in the localization of sounds (Pickles, 2008). 

4.1.5 Interaural level differences are initially processed in the lateral superior olive 

Localizing a sound source in space is a central feature of environmental perception. For both, 

predator and prey, mastering this challenge is essential for survival and thus for successful 

reproduction. This evolutionary pressure led to the development of different mechanisms to perform 

this task. Depending on the laws of physics, different approaches can be used to localize a sound in 

space. Taking only the azimuthal plane into account, an animal can compute the location of a sound 

source by using the differences of this sound at spatially separated acoustical sensors as e.g. tympanal 

organs or eardrums. These could be differences in arrival time, sound intensity or spectral content. 

For two fairly well separated sensors, such as for example human ears, the different arrival times of 

a sound coming from one side of the head can be used as a veritable cue to localize a sound in the 

azimuthal plane. For smaller heads, and thus for closer placed ears, the relative differences in arrival 

time is decreased, resulting in a less precise resolution. For humans, with an average distance of 17.5 

cm between the entrances of both ear canals, the smallest resolvable interaural time difference (ITD) 

could be measured with about 10 µs (Schmidt et al., 1953; Mills, 1958). With either mathematical 
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modeling or empirical investigations, this results in a minimum distinguishable angle of 

approximately 1.8° in the azimuthal plane. Transferred to the size of a mouse head, mice were 

hypothetically only capable of discriminating two points in space of at least 33° displacement. For 

the precise localization of a hunting predator, this minimal audible resolution would be insufficient. 

Especially in the high frequency range, using intensity differences instead of time differences is more 

effective. Diverging sound pressure levels at both ears result from mainly three different factors: 

Sound levels of typically radiating sound waves drop when covering a distance, irrespective of 

frequency or propagation medium. Overcoming an obstacle like an animals head additionally 

decreases sound intensity at the distal ear and results in a sound shadow. Moreover, the damping 

influence of air, which plays a comparatively subtle role for sounds of low frequencies like in the 

human main hearing range, increases dramatically with rising frequency (Blauert and Xiang, 2009). 

Markedly the latter makes interaural level differences (ILDs) a powerful tool to localize sounds for 

animals with hearing ranges covering the ultrasonic frequency range. 

The integration and computation of ILDs is being performed at several stages of the auditory pathway 

throughout the mammalian brain (Klug et al., 1995; Irvine et al., 1996; Park et al., 2004). The LSO 

is the first nucleus in this pathway to receive inputs from both ears and to compare level differences 

between them (Boudreau and Tsuchitani, 1968; Tollin, 2003). Located in the SOC of the brainstem, 

this nucleus has been extensively studied in a variety of species for almost 100 years (Hines, 1921; 

Rasmussen, 1946; Gillaspy, 1958; Opdam et al., 1976; Fech et al., 2017). In anatomical studies, three 

major cell types have generally been identified using Golgi stainings: principal, marginal and 

multipolar (Helfert and Schwartz, 1986; Majorossy and Kiss, 1990; Rietzel and Friauf, 1998). 

Principal cells make up to 75% of the population and show a distinct bipolar or fusiform shape. 

4.1.6 LSO circuitry as a model to quantify the balance of inhibition and excitation 

The LSO receives two major inputs: Fibers from the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus (CN), predominantly 

originating from spherical bushy cells of the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN), run along 

the ventral auditory stream and form punctuate excitatory, glutamatergic synapses on dendrites of 

principal cells of the LSO (Wu and Kelly, 1992a; Srinivasan et al., 2004). The second major 

connections are emanating from the contralateral medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB), 

contacting the same principal cells with more widespread glycinergic, inhibitory inputs (Figure 2). 

The MNTB in turn receives excitatory inputs from globular bushy cells of the AVCN of the same 

side, forming the largest known synapses in the vertebrate brain, the calyces of Held (Zook and 
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DiCaprio, 1988). Thus, the MNTB 

serves as an extraordinary fast and 

precise converter of excitatory 

inputs into inhibition. 

The great majority of LSO cells is 

excited by ipsilateral stimuli and 

inhibited by contralateral ones 

(Sanes, 1990; Tollin and Yin, 

2005). As a result from this 

circuitry, LSO cells change their 

response pattern to a sound, when 

the source of this sound is moving 

in the azimuthal plane. The strong 

and reliable response to ipsilateral 

stimulation becomes gradually 

inhibited when the sound is 

moving towards the contralateral 

side of the head. This 

characteristic can be mathematic-

cally described in a sigmoid 

function of the approximated response to ILDs. With help of this function, the balance of inhibition 

and excitation can be conveniently assessed and quantified.  

4.1.7 Temporal fidelity is a prerequisite for basic auditory processing 

The sense of hearing is the fastest sensory system in vertebrates. The conscious perception of an 

acoustic signal takes only 0.05 seconds in humans (Horowitz, 2013). In contrast, detection of a visual 

stimulus takes about four times longer (Amano et al., 2006). Moreover, the detection of subtle 

differences in acoustic patterns or the computation of interaural time differences in the microsecond 

range requires extraordinary fast and precise timing of neuronal signals. Consequently, timing plays 

a principal role in the auditory system. The transduction speed of neuronal signals is generally more 

dependent on synaptic transmission than on the absolute conduction distance (Bear et al., 2015). But 

not only velocity is important for a successful computation. The quality of signal transmission and 

the faithful conduction are even more decisive parameters. In a neuronal network, the critical points 

for these tasks are again the synapses. Thus, it is no wonder that the largest known synapses in the 

mammalian brain are found in the auditory system. The endbulbs of Held, located in the AVCN, and 

high CFinhibitoryexcitatory
tonotopy

low CF

IC

AVCN

MNTBLSO

Figure 2: Schematic sagittal section at the level of the 
auditory brainstem illustrating the LSO circuitry. Top-left 
drawing shows location of section in the mouse brain. 
Excitatory neuronal connections between nuclei shown in 
green, inhibitory connections in red. Spatial distribution of 
characteristic frequencies of single cells is color coded in 
each nucleus. 
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the Calyces of Held in the MNTB are well known for their extraordinary fast and precise transduction 

of neuronal information (Guinan and Li, 1990; Joris et al., 1994; Paolini et al., 2001; Louage et al., 

2005; Laughlin et al., 2008). Intriguingly, both nuclei have been shown to project onto principal cells 

of the LSO. Hence, the LSO is suspected to relay signals with high fidelity, including features such 

as short latency, good reliability in spike transmission, small jitter and short recovery durations, a 

prerequisite for the realization of rapid firing rates. 

4.1.8 LSO neurons are tuned to a limited range of frequencies 

LSO principal cells typically respond to a variety of different sounds, such as white noise, clicks or 

pure tones. As a common feature of neurons in the auditory pathway and as a result of how different 

frequencies are translated into neuronal signals in the cochlea, LSO cells respond only to an 

individual, limited range of frequencies, i.e. are tuned to a certain frequency range. The frequency 

within this range that still elicits an action potential with the smallest stimulus intensity is called the 

neuron’s characteristic frequency (CF)(Evans et al., 1965). The neuron also responds to higher and 

lower frequencies adjacent to CF, however higher sound intensities are needed to trigger a neuronal 

response when stimulating with pure tones at this frequency. Generally, the farther the stimulus 

frequency is spectrally located from CF, the higher the minimal sound intensity is necessary to elicit 

an action potential. Plotting of the sound intensity threshold values along a frequency axis thus results 

in a function, also referred to as tuning curve (Kiang et al., 1967; Javel, 1994). In most cases of 

mouse LSO cells, the measured tuning curves are roughly V-shaped, typically showing a steep and 

abrupt cut-off at the high frequency edge of the responsive spectrum. The stereotypic contours of the 

tuning curves allow for a convenient quantification of the properties of a unit’s frequency tuning. 

CF, bandwidth and intensity thresholds can be easily addressed and compared. Here, a common 

measure is the bandwidth of the tuning curve 10 or 30 dB above the threshold at CF. This ratio is 

referred to as the Q value and describes the sharpness of a unit’s frequency tuning (Kelly et al., 1991). 

4.1.9 Spatial arrangement of cells depending on their characteristic frequency 

Commonly, neurons in auditory nuclei are spatially organized according to their CF, also referred to 

as tonotopic arrangement. This tonotopic distribution is maintained throughout large parts of the 

auditory pathway (see color code in Figure 2). Here, the cellular arrangement within an auditory 

nucleus is generally depended on the CF of the neurons. Typically, units tuned to low frequencies 

are located at one edge of the nucleus, whereas cells with high CF are found at the opposing side of 

the nucleus. This arrangement and the bandwidth of the frequency spectrum, to which an auditory 

neuron is sensitive, is a result of various parameters (e.g. Pickles, 2008).  
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Mechanical background of tonotopic organization 

The initial limitation is generated in the cochlea. The flexible basilar membrane inside the osseous 

cochlea shows a gradient in its physical resonance property. At the basis of the cochlea, next to the 

oval window, the basilar membrane is comparatively rigid and stiff, thus only susceptible or resonant 

to high stimulation frequencies. Proceeding towards the apex of the cochlea, the consistency of the 

basilar membrane is becoming progressively softer. The resonance frequency upon oscillating 

deflections from a propagating sound wave is consequently decreasing. Stimulation of the basilar 

membrane with a pure tone thus leads to a deflection of only the particular part of the membrane 

with the corresponding resonance characteristic. Consequently, only hair cells within this 

topographical frequency range are excited. Or vice versa, each hair cell is excited by a certain range 

of frequencies. Emerging from the hair cells, axonal connections project via the spiral ganglion and 

the auditory nerve onto auditory nuclei in the brain. Here, the location of the targeting neurons is 

maintained, referring to their CF (Quiroga and Panzeri, 2013). 

Lateral inhibition shapes tonotopic arrangement 

Supplemental refinement of the tonotopic arrangement is likewise happening at the level of the 

cochlea. Here, adjacent hair cells display reciprocal effects, or, simply spoken, hair cells inhibit each 

other. The initial excitation strength of one cell yields the resulting inhibition on the neighboring 

cells. Consequently, the cells with the strongest excitation, i.e. located at the point of the basilar 

membrane with the largest deflection, have the strongest inhibitory effect onto the neighboring hair 

cells. This mechanism is referred to as lateral inhibition and is a common feature of sensory 

processing (e.g. Békésy, 1967; Sachs and Kiang, 1968; Kral and Majernik, 1996). In the auditory 

system, it facilitates frequency discrimination and improves the acoustic contrast between different 

frequencies. Additional refinement is occurring in successive stations of the auditory path. Here, a 

neuron’s frequency response area is shaped in a similar manner (Rhode et al., 1978; Hirsch and 

Oertel, 1988). Excitatory feedforward effects from basic nuclei as well as inhibitory feedback loops 

from higher centers furthermore shape a unit’s receptive field. In summary, the balance of excitatory 

and inhibitory inputs eventually defines the spectral resolution of the auditory system. 

Developmental origin of the auditory brainstem circuitry 

The neuronal foundation for this characteristic is to be located in the ontogeny of the developing 

mammalian brain. Neuronal progenitors are initially accumulated in loose clusters, forming basic 

nuclei. Individual cells of these nuclei begin to spread axonal projections in different directions, 

eventually contacting other brain cells. Here these new axons form first fragile synapses onto 

dendrites and somata. Despite being directed to the correct brain area, numerous of these surplus 

connections do not reach their appropriate target. Consequently, these idle connections need to be 
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degenerated. On the other hand, correct connections have to be strengthened for fast, reliable and 

stable transmission of neuronal signals. This synaptic maturation is commonly achieved by neuronal 

transmission itself. Simply spoken, misrouted connections show a decrease in firing activity. As a 

result, the synaptic contacts become weaker and eventually degenerate. Contrarily, correct synaptic 

connections receive and transmit strong and lasting neuronal activity, hence annealing this synapse. 

In simplified summary, stronger neuronal activity leads to a stronger linkage of axons and their target 

cell. This mechanism is acknowledged and approved for the stabilization or degeneration of axonal 

Figure 3: Tonotopic refinement of an inhibitory map in the LSO. A: Before hearing onset, MNTB 
axons (red) terminate in topographically restricted areas of the LSO. In the two weeks following 
hearing onset, the spread of MNTB axons along the tonotopic axis becomes increasingly 
restricted. Modified from Sanes and Kim, 1991. B: Before hearing onset, the area in the MNTB 
that contains neurons that are synaptically connected to single LSO neurons (MNTB input areas) 
decreases by about 75% (corresponding to a 50% increase in functional tonotopic precision). This 
indicates that LSO neurons become functionally disconnected from the majority of their 
presynaptic partners in the MNTB before sound-evoked neuronal activity is present. Modified from 
Kim and Kandler, 2003. C: Schematic diagram of MNTB-LSO refinement. Before hearing onset, 
MNTB-LSO connections become silenced (black-dotted axon branches) without being pruned. 
After hearing onset, pruning of MNTB axons and LSO dendrites occurs, increasing the anatomical 
tonotopic precision. Adapted from Kandler et al., 2009. 
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connections. In a variety of studies, this could be shown for inhibitory neuronal connections in the 

auditory system, i.e. synapses using GABA or glycine as neurotransmitter (Sanes and Rubel, 1988; 

Kandler and Friauf, 1995; Sanes and Friauf, 2000; Kullmann and Kandler, 2001; Gillespie et al., 

2005). Comparable mechanisms are suspected to be responsible for the maturation of excitatory 

connections (Case et al., 2011). In case of the auditory system and the tonotopic arrangement of 

neurons, this maturation can be illustrated as an initially broad distribution of cochlear projections, 

i.e. cells in auditory nuclei are connected to a wide range of hair cells (Sanes et al., 1989). As 

misguided projections of neighboring hair cells gradually degenerate, the broad distribution of 

cochlear projections onto a single neuron becomes more narrow, also known as tonotopic refinement 

(Figure 3)(Kandler et al., 2009; Rubel and Fay, 2012). 

In summary, the LSO circuitry makes this nucleus a valuable model to study the interaction 

and balance of excitation and inhibition with an immediate possibility to stimulate one or both 

synaptic inputs conveniently by presenting sounds to the respective ear. Various laboratories used 

the LSO of mice to study this interplay and its development over the past decades (Harrison and 

Irving, 1966; Ollo and Schwartz, 1979; Campbell and Henson, 1988; Wu and Kelly, 1991; Walcher 

et al., 2011). Regardless, little is known about the physiological properties of LSO neurons in living 

mice. To our knowledge, only one electrophysiological in vivo study has been published to date 

(Karcz et al., 2011). A compelling reason might be the factually small size of a mouse brain and thus 

the laborious electrophysiological assessment of this comparatively small nucleus within such a 

brain. Using sophisticated techniques and precise, computer controlled equipment it was now 

possible to acquire single unit recordings of high fidelity. Accompanied with adequate sound 

stimulation, separately delivered to either ear, this gave us the possibility to closely investigate the 

physiological response properties of individual cells in the mouse LSO. Additionally, the use of mice 

includes another advantage: To date, these animals are the most favorable mammalian species for 

genetic engineering. Moreover, mice are closely related to humans, with the protein-coding regions 

showed to coincide by 85% on average (Chinwalla et al., 2002). Together, this offers the possibility 

to induce a multitude of human genetic disorders and investigate their basic mechanisms. In the 

present study, we used the LSO of mice as a model to investigate changes in the balance of inhibition 

and excitation in an inheritable human disorder, the fragile x syndrome. 
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4.2 Fragile X syndrome 

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is a genetic disorder that causes a range of cognitive and physical 

impairments. It is the most common cause of inherited intellectual disability (Gustavson et al., 1986; 

O’Donnell and Warren, 2002; Hagerman et al., 2009; Sinclair et al., 2017) and the predominant 

monogenic cause of autism in humans (Webb et al., 1986; Hagerman et al., 2010). In these studies, 

the prevalence of FXS is reported to range from 1:4000 up to 1:1500 in males and from 1:8000 to 

approximately 1:3000 in females. The cause for this disorder is a mutation in the Fmr1 gene. It is 

located on the X chromosome and codes for the fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP). A 

sequence of this gene, known as the CGG triplet expansion, is commonly repeated about 5 - 40 times 

in healthy subjects. In patients with FXS, however, this segment is repeated up to 200 times or more 

and thus silencing the Fmr1 gene. As a consequence, FMRP synthesis is reduced or abolished (Figure 

4A; adapted from Li and Zhao, 2015). Normally, this protein is produced in many regions and tissues 

of the body and is involved in the regulation of several other proteins. A lack of FMRP can lead to a 

broad spectrum of symptoms reminiscent of autism spectrum disorder, including deficits in social 

behavior, delays in language development and intellectual disabilities (Barnes et al., 2009; Berry-

Kravis et al., 2007; Hagerman et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 2007). Moreover, physical abnormalities 

like protruding ears, elongated faces, hyperflexible extremities, prominent foreheads and enlarged 

testes have been reported. On the molecular level of the central nervous system, Fmr1 expression is 

involved in critical processes for early neurodevelopment such as synaptic plasticity and spine 

growth (Greenough et al., 2001; Irwin et al., 2001). Recent studies have shown sensory processing 

deficits including hypersensitivity to sensory stimulation (Sinclair et al., 2016), which are suspected 

to result from synaptic aberrations (Figure 4B; adapted from Ting and Feng, 2011). This is also 

supported by increased latencies in auditory brainstem response (ABR) measurements, elevated 

cortical responses and decreased habituation in response to sensory and especially auditory stimuli 

(Figures 4C,D; adapted from The Dutch-Belgian Consortium, 1994, and Ethridge et al., 

2016)(Castrén et al., 2003a; Knoth and Lippe, 2012). 

4.2.1 Auditory processing in a genetically engineered mouse model of FXS 

For a better understanding of the physiological basics of this inheritable disorder, a genetically 

engineered mouse model was generated. The deletion of the Fmr1 gene was achieved by insertion 

of a neomycin resistance gene into exon 5 of the fragile X mental retardation syndrome 1 locus on 

the X chromosome. As a result, production of FMRP is impaired in heterozygous females and 

completely suppressed in homozygous animals. Fmr1 KO offspring show many phenotypic 
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Figure 4: Genetic fundamentals of FXS and functional implications of a lack of FMRP. A: Normal 
individuals have fewer than 55 CGG repeats. When CGG repeat length exceeds 200, the so-called 
“full mutation,” the Fmr1 gene is methylated and silenced, which is the major cause of fragile X 
syndrome (FXS). Adapted from Li and Zhao, 2015. B: FMRP can function as a translational break 
to stall new protein synthesis. In the absence of FMRP in FXS, the translation of many synaptic 
proteins are therefore accelerated, leading to aberrant synaptic function that contributes to cognitive 
and behavioral impairment in FXS. Adapted from Ting and Feng, 2011. C: ABRs in a normal 
individual and in a patient with FXS. Latency values for these subjects approximate respective 
group means. Clicks at 70 dBnHL were presented to the right ear, and recordings were derived 
from vertex and right earlobe electrodes (Cz-A2). Adapted from Arinami et al., 1988. D: EEG 
measurements of FXS patients show less habituation of the N1 ERP compared to healthy controls. 
ERP grand average PCA-weighted virtual channel plot for FXS and matched controls, with inset 
PCA spatial component topography. Small black bars indicate presentation of the auditory stimulus. 
ERP, event-related potential; PCA, principal components analysis. Adapted from Ethridge et al., 
2016. 
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characteristics of the Fragile X Syndrome in humans, including autistic-like core symptoms of altered 

social interaction and occurrence of repetitive behaviors with additional hyperactivity, reduced 

anxiety, and increased errors in a learning assay (Consorthium et al., 1994). On the level of acoustic 

sensory processing, elevated cortical evoked responses, defects in startle responses as well as 

audiogenic seizures were reported (Chen and Toth, 2001a; Knoth et al., 2014; Musumeci et al., 2000; 

Rotschafer and Razak, 2013a). Accordingly, in the auditory cortex of Fragile X mice both response 

characteristics and learning rules are altered in line with the observed auditory hypersensitivity, 

indicating an abnormal development of auditory cortical circuits (Kim et al., 2013; Rotschafer and 

Razak, 2013a). Previously, high expression levels of FMRP were shown at the level of the auditory 

brainstem (Wang et al., 2014). This suggests that these deficits might originate from disturbed 

auditory brainstem circuits and are propagated to superior centers. In FXS patients, the analysis of 

ABRs revealed prolonged inter-peak latencies, indicating dysfunction in auditory brainstem 

conduction times (Arinami et al., 1988b; Ferri, 1989; Wisniewski et al., 1991). Moreover, 

morphological alterations of the superior olivary complex (SOC) nuclei and neurons have been 

observed in post mortem tissue of subjects with FXS and autism (Kulesza and Mangunay, 2008; 

Kulesza et al., 2011). In this context, one of the earliest findings in cortical areas of patients and in 

mouse models of FXS include augmented dendritic spine counts, which are associated with excessive 

excitatory inputs (Bagni and Greenough, 2005a). Additionally, murine models of FXS display altered 

ABRs and changes in synaptic input density in SOC neurons (Rotschafer et al., 2015a).  

4.2.2 The lack of FMRP enhances excitatory signaling 

The idea of an increase in excitatory trafficking is supported by the fact that FMRP loss causes 

deficits in synaptic pruning in sensory cortical areas, leading to axonal overgrowth (Galvez et al., 

2005; Galvez and Greenough, 2005). Similarly, FMRP promotes cell to cell pruning of excitatory 

connections in hippocampal cell cultures and in the neocortex (Patel et al., 2014; Pfeiffer and Huber, 

2007). The physiological mechanisms contributing to this enhanced connectivity are still debated. 

One idea is that alterations in the mechanisms of synapse formation as a result of enhanced glutamate 

signaling could play an important role in this process. In this context, synaptic long-term depression 

(LTD) and potentiation (LTP) are substantial for synapse consolidation. The class of metabotropic 

glutamate receptors (mGluRs) seems to be involved in one of several described mechanism of LTD 

(Bear et al., 2004). Protein-synthesis-dependent LTD was shown to be exaggerated in the absence of 

FMRP, a functional consequence of mGluR activation. FMRP is normally synthesized following 

stimulation of mGluRs (Weiler et al., 1997). According to an approved model, mGluR activation 

normally stimulates synthesis of proteins involved in stabilization of LTD and, in addition, FMRP 

(Bear et al., 2004). This protein thus functions as a negative feedback to inhibit further protein 

synthesis. Therefore, all functional consequences of mGluR-dependent protein synthesis might be 
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exaggerated in the absence of FMRP. Here, especially the group 1 metabotropic glutamate receptor 

mGluR5 seems to play a predominant role. It is shown that this mainly postsynaptically expressed 

receptor type is involved in several mechanisms, which is affected in FXS patients and the 

corresponding mouse model. Among other indications, mGluR5 activation induces an increase in the 

excitability of neocortical neurons (Sourdet et al., 2003), which in turn are involved in heightened 

behavioral responses to sensory stimuli as reported in FXS patients (Castrén et al., 2003b). Pre-pulse 

inhibition of auditory startle is shown to be impaired in mGluR1/5 KO mice (Brody et al., 2003), a 

feature that is closely related to what is known from FXS (Chen and Toth, 2001b). Moreover, 

systemic application of the mGluR5 antagonist MPEP raises the threshold for audiogenic seizures 

(Chapman et al., 2000), a robust phenotype in Fmr1 KO mice (Chen and Toth, 2001b). In summary, 

mGluR5 seems to be a promising candidate for further basic research and future treatment of fragile 

X syndrome.  

4.2.3 Adaptation to repetitive sensory stimulation is affected in FXS  

When we enter a room, we immediately recognize the particular smell. After a short time, however, 

we will not notice it anymore. This phenomenon is called sensory adaptation. The functional 

relevance for this phenomenon is supposed to enhance contrast between prevailing sensory 

impressions and new and noteworthy signals. It is commonly understood as a decrease in the 

response to ongoing or repetitive stimulation. This can happen at the level of the primary receptors, 

such as desensitization of olfactory sensory neurons, or in the course of the processing of the elicited 

neuronal response, i.e. a downregulation of neuronal activity. Impairments in this mechanism are 

suspected to contribute to sensory hyperreactivity. In fact, reduced sensory adaptation was shown in 

the cortex of Fmr1 KO mice (He et al., 2017). Additionally, also habituation seems to be affected by 

a lack of FMRP. Habituation is described to be the simplest form of learning, where an organism 

adapts its behavior to ongoing or repetitive stimulation. Studies using Aplysia and rats explain 

habituation as a result from homosynaptic depression of excitatory neurotransmission (Kupfermann 

et al., 1970; Castellucci and Kandel, 1974; Farel and Thompson, 1976; Weber et al., 2002). However, 

little is known about the underlying cellular mechanisms of habituation, such as short-term 

depression, depletion of neurotransmitters, receptor desensitization or inactivation of ion channels. 

To date, a correlation between FXS and reduced or impaired habituation is reported in a number of 

studies (Castrén et al., 2003a; Van der Molen et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013; Ethridge et al., 

2016). Interestingly, a habituation phenotype including acoustic sensory processing was reported to 

be associated with the level of FMRP expression (Miller et al., 1999a).  

FMRP was also shown to interact with a number of ion channel complexes. It stimulates the activity 

of the sodium-activated potassium channel Slack (Brown et al., 2010). A loss of FMRP reduces 

potassium currents and can thus impair the temporal precision of action potentials. Additionally, 
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FMRP interacts with a subunit of the calcium activated potassium channel (BK) and increases the 

calcium-dependent activation of this channel (Deng et al., 2013). The reduction of this channel 

activity leads to an elongation of action potential duration and affects synaptic short-term plasticity 

in Fmr1 KO mice. These interactions are suspected to affect the processing of fast repetitive 

stimulation. Intriguingly, both channels were shown to be expressed in cells of the LSO of mice 

(Rizzi et al., 2016; Sausbier et al., 2006). 

Taken together, these findings point toward a correlation between FXS and the processing of 

repetitive stimulation in the context of altered neuronal transmission. As most of these studies use 

EEG or ABR measurements of brain activity, the physiological mechanisms involved in this process 

are still unclear. Moreover, reduced adaptation was only shown for cortical areas of sensory 

processing, the source of these changes remains unclear. Thus, physiological fundamentals and the 

origin of altered habituation and adaptation in FXS are still elusive.  

4.2.4 Enhanced excitability is already reflected at the level of the LSO 

Our lab already demonstrated various alterations in the LSO of Fmr1 KO mice using 

immunohistochemical procedures and in vitro recordings on acute brain slices (Garcia-Pino et al., 

2017). This study provided evidence for a strong expression level of FMRP in neurons of the LSO 

of WT mice, whereas KO animals were lacking this protein (Figures 5A-C). Antibody labeling 

against presynaptic transporter proteins indicated an increase in excitatory inputs, pointing towards 

an enhanced synaptic connectivity (Figures 5D-G). Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings revealed 

larger amplitudes of excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in principal cells of the LSO, while 

inhibitory postsynaptic currents did not change (Figure 5I). Additionally, an increase in the frequency 

of spontaneous EPSCs (sEPSCs) was observed (Figures 5J). These findings indicate an elevated 

excitability and overshooting responses in Fmr1 KO animals in correlation with a lack of FMRP. In 

addition, the timing of neuronal activity appeared to be affected. The latency of elicited action 

potentials showed larger fluctuations throughout postnatal development, ranging from delayed 

responses in P8 KO animals to significantly shorter latencies in adult-like individuals (Figure 5K). 

The theory of an enhanced synaptic connectivity is further supported by additional unpublished 

electrophysiological data from our lab, where a gradual increase in stimulation strength of afferent 

excitatory fibers revealed a larger number of synaptic inputs onto LSO neurons in KO animals. We 

therefore suggested an elevated number of release sites as the mechanism for the heightened 

excitatory transmission. However, synaptic development of the inhibitory connections from MNTB 

neurons onto LSO principal cells remained largely unaffected from a lack of FMRP. In summary, 

these results strongly support the hypothesis of an increased excitability, a shift in the balance of  
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Figure 5: FMRP expression pattern and impact of Fmr1 KO on developing LSO cells. A-C: Confocal 
images of LSO neurons showing immunoreactivity for FMRP with emphasize on somata and proximal 
dendrites (A, arrowheads). Strong immunolabeling for WT animals, no labeling for KO animals (B,C). 
FMRP staining in magenta, DAPI staining in blue and MAP2 staining in green. Scale bars: A&B’: 20 µm 
and B: 100 µm. D-G: vGluT1/2 immunolabeled area of LSO coronal sections is increased for Fmr1 KO 
mice. H: Schematic in vitro recording scenario from an LSO principal cell. Stimulation of green excitatory 
projections from the ipsilateral CN elicits EPSCs, stimulation of red inhibitory fibers from the contralateral 
MNTB results in IPCSs. I: Representative voltage traces show comparable IPSC amplitudes for WT 
(black) and Fmr1 KO (red) animals (upper traces), whereas EPSC amplitudes are increased in FXS mice 
(lower traces). J: Frequency of spontaneous EPSC (sEPSC) is increased in Fmr1 KO mice. K: Latency 
of action potential generation is shifted throughout postnatal development. Young FXS mice show delayed 
firing, whereas shorter latencies are observed in adult-like individuals. Adapted from Garcia-Pino et al., 
2017. 
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excitation and inhibition and an altered sound processing already at the level of the auditory 

brainstem. Finally, these findings serve as framework for the present work. 

4.3 Hypothesis 

Based on earlier results in the field of research about FXS and the hitherto findings of our lab, we 

suppose the approved alterations in FXS at higher stages of the central nervous system to origin 

already at the basis of neuronal processing. In the present case, we suspect an enhanced excitability, 

a decrease in adaptation and a shift in the balance of inhibition and excitation observed in cortical 

regions of the auditory pathway to be a result of changes already at the level of the auditory 

brainstem. 

4.4 Aim of this study 

In this study, we examined the effect of FXS on sensory processing in LSO principal cells using 

electrophysiological single unit recordings in vivo. Emphasis was set on the investigation of 

increased excitability and the resulting impact on the balance of excitation and inhibition. 

Concomitantly, the origin of the reported cortical changes of habituation and adaptation was also 

subject of this research. To address these questions, LSO neurons of genetically engineered mice 

comprised an attractive circuit-model to assess the synaptic or somatic alterations underlying 

auditory hypersensitivity and adaptation processes at the brainstem level in FXS. Moreover, possible 

changes in the balance of excitation and inhibition as a consequence from the lack of FMRP can be 

conveniently investigated in vivo by differential stimulation of one or both ears. For a thorough 

investigation, we initially needed to determine the physiological properties of principal cells of the 

LSO of mice. 

4.5 Statement of significance 

In the past decades, numerous studies of basic and applied research have been conducted to decipher 

the fundamentals of the fragile X syndrome in humans and to develop effective treatments of this 

disorder. To date, some symptoms can be mitigated, the underlying mechanisms and the origins of 

these symptoms, however, remain largely elusive. The revelation of the basic cause of altered sensory 

processing as a representative model can thus help to understand this disorder in more detail. 
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5 Material and methods 

5.1 Animals 

All experiments were performed in accordance with the German animal welfare legislation and 

approved by the Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales, Berlin (Germany). Fmr1 KO and wild-type 

founders were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (FVB.129P2-Pde6b+ Tyrc-ch Fmr1tm1Cgr/J, 

stock no. 004624). This strain was chosen in accordance to the majority of previous scientific work 

on FXS in mice. Further crossings were done in the animal facility and homozygous Fmr1 KO and 

wild-type littermates of both gender were used for the experiments. Mice were housed in the animal 

facility before experiments, kept on a 12h/12h light/dark cycle and had ad libitum access to standard 

laboratory food pellets and drinking water. Room temperature was set to 22±0.5°C and relative 

humidity was maintained at 50±10 %. For animal welfare, cage enrichment like shelters, toys and 

nesting material was periodically exchanged. 

5.2 Breeding 

For having both homozygous wild-type and KO animals in one litter, only heterozygous females 

were selected for breeding. Males were alternating of either homozygous genotype. To improve 

breeding success, only animals older than 12 weeks and up to maximal 25 postnatal weeks of age 

were used. Breeding pairs were chosen to have approximately the same age. Generally, females were 

placed in the male’s cage for fourteen days to enhance fecundity. Pups were weaned and separated 

by gender and genotype at postnatal days 21-28. 

5.3     Genotyping 

Since all possible genotypes were available in 

one litter, but only homozygous animals were 

used, pups were genotyped prior to experiments. 

At postnatal days 3-5 pups were tattooed and 

tails cuts were collected. DNA of tail cuts was 

extracted overnight in polyethylene glycol at 

room temperature. Master mix was prepared 

immediately prior to PCR, containing 10x Taq 

buffer B, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.15 mM 4dNTP, 

0.375 µM Fmr1 primer wt forward, 0.375 µM 

Fmr1 primer mutant forward, 0.375 µM Fmr1 

1000

500

250

50

bp

KO
~400 bp

WT
131 bp

M 1 2 3 4 5 6 MH2O

Figure 6: PCR used for genotyping of Fmr1-KO 
mice. Mouse tail DNA was amplified with 
primers for WT (131 bp) and KO (~400 bp) 
products. Separated by gel electrophoresis on 
a 1,5 % agarose gel. M, markers; H2O, no DNA. 
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primer reverse, 5 U/µl Taq polymerase (all from Bio&Sell, Feucht, Germany). Protocol for master 

mix and cycler settings were adapted from Jackson Laboratory. A gel containing 1x TBE buffer (8.9 

mM Tris buffer, 8.9 mM boric acid, 2.5 mM EDTA (all from Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany)), 1.5% 

agarose and 0.0015% Ethidium bromide (Carl Roth) was loaded with the probes and 6x Loading Dye 

(Fermentas, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and run for approximately 25 minutes 

at 140 V until bands were clearly separated (Figure 6). To minimize the risk of confusion, each 

animal was genotyped a second time following the final experiment. 

5.4 Immunohistochemistry 

For immunohistochemical experiments, mice were used at postnatal days 8 – 21 or 37 – 40, 

respectively. Animals were anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of Fentanyl (Janssen-Cilag, 

Neuss, Germany), Medetomidin (Ratiopharm, Ulm, Germany) and Metformin (Pfizer, NY, USA). 

They were perfused transcardially with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB; pH 7.4) for 3 min followed by 

paraformaldehyde (PFA, Carl Roth; 4% in 0, 1 M PB; pH 7.4) for 15 min. Immediately after 

perfusion, brains were dissected and post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA at 4°C. Brains were thoroughly 

washed at room temperature with 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4). Coronal brain 

sections of 50 μm were obtained using a vibratome (VT1200, Leica Biosystems, Nussloch, 

Germany). Sections including the LSO were collected. Unspecific binding was blocked incubating 

the sections in solution containing 10% normal donkey serum (NDS; GeneTex, Irvine, CA, USA), 

0.2% Triton X-100 (Carl Roth) and 0.1 M PBS, for one hour at room temperature. Slices were 

subsequently incubated overnight in the primary antibody sera, optionally containing rabbit α-

vGluT1 (Synaptic Systems; dilution 1:1000), guinea pig α-vGluT2 (Synaptic Systems; dilution 

1:1000), guinea pig α-GlyT2 (Millipore; dilution 1:1000), chicken α-MAP2 (Neuromics; dilution 

1:1000), 3% NDS, and 0.2% Triton X-100, in 0.1 M PBS. 

Slices were washed in 0.1 M PBS and incubated for 2 h at room temperature in secondary antibody 

sera, respectively containing 3% NDS, 0.2% Triton X-100, Alexa 488 donkey α-rabbit (life 

technologies; dilution 1:250), Cy3 donkey α-guinea pig (Dianova; dilution 1:250) and Alexa 647 

donkey α-chicken (Dianova; dilution 1:300). Negative controls were obtained by omitting the 

primary antibody. Sections were washed several times in 0.1 M PBS, mounted and covered with 

homemade anti-fading mounting media (Indig et al., 1997).  

5.5 Confocal microscopy 

Fluorescent micrographs were acquired using a confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP8, Leica 

Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with a 5x HCX PL FLUOTAR objective (NA 0.15), a 

20x HC PL APO Imm Corr objective (0.75 NA) and a 63x HCX PL APO immersion oil objective 
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(1.4NA). The pinhole was set to 1 Airy unit for each channel. Illumination and detection pathways 

were separated for each fluorophore and individual color channels were sequentially acquired to 

avoid bleed-through artifacts. The acquisition settings were adjusted to cover the entire dynamic 

range of the detectors and remained unchanged during the course of imaging process. Z-stacks of 

confocal images were obtained and maximal projections of 4-6 single optical sections were used for 

high magnification figures. Stacks of confocal images were further examined and processed with 

ImageJ (NIH, USA). 

5.6 in vivo recordings 

5.6.1 Preparations and anesthesia 

For in vivo experiments, animals were chosen blindfolded to avoid bias by the experimenter. Age of 

animals ranged from postnatal days 37 – 98.  Animals were genotyped a second time after the end of 

an experiment. Hearing of the selected animal was briefly confirmed by startle response to several 

handclaps, presented invisibly to the animal. General anesthesia was initiated with an intraperitoneal 

injection using a mixture of xylazine (Rompun 2%, 5 mg/kg, Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany) and 

ketamine (Ketavet 10%, 100 mg/kg, Pfizer, NY, USA) until an areflexive state was reached. An 

intraperitoneal access was placed for consecutive dosage of the anesthetic. Additional doses were 

administered when needed, at least every 40 minutes, and the open eyes of the mouse were covered 

with eye ointment (Bepanthen Augen- und Nasensalbe, Bayer AG).  

Sedative, analgesic and anxiolytic drugs commonly act upon neuronal transmission, e.g. block 

receptors or interfere with the production of second messengers. Accordingly, they have a significant 

influence on the firing patterns in neuronal networks, such as the auditory system (Capsius and 

Leppelsack, 1996; Hoffmann et al., 2008; Duque and Malmierca, 2014). The point of action of most 

anesthetics is at the inhibitory receptors (Evans and Nelson, 1973; Brownell et al., 1979; Kuwada et 

al., 1989). Ketamin and xylazine, however, act on NMDA-mediated excitatory transmission. At cells 

of the LSO, excitation has been shown to be mediated by non-NMDA receptors (Caspary and 

Faingold, 1989; Wu and Kelly, 1992b). Additionally, this mixture was tested to be the preferred 

anesthetic for recordings in the auditory brainstem (Kaltenbach and Saunders, 1987) and was used 

in numerous in vivo studies in the auditory brainstem of mice (Sonntag et al., 2009; Felix et al., 2013; 

Wang et al., 2015). 

5.6.2 Surgery  

The fur of the animal’s scalp was removed and a sagittal incision was placed from the occipital bone 

to the beginning of the nasal bone. The pericranium rostral of Bregma was removed using a micro 

curette. The surface of the underlying skull was etched (iBOND Total Etch, Heraeus-Kulzer, Hanau, 
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Germany) and light cured with an UV light source (Superlite75, M+W Dental, Büdingen, Germany). 

A custom made head post was attached to the skull using dental cement (Charisma, Heraeus-Kulzer). 

Dental cement was light cured for one minute, considering not to expose the animals eyes to the UV 

light. Subsequently, the animal was transferred into a sound-attenuating chamber (Desone, Berlin, 

Germany) and fixed in a computer-controlled stereotaxic frame (Neurostar, Tübingen, Germany) 

using the mounted head post. Tilt and scaling of the animals head were calibrated using Lambda and 

Bregma as landmarks, and a marker was placed on the skull overlying the penetration site. A 

craniotomy of about 2x2 mm around the marker was performed using a scalpel. The underlying 

meninges were carefully removed, considering not to injure the large vessel covering the commissure 

of cortex and cerebellum. Excessive blood and ruptures of small vessels were treated with 

coagulating gelatin sponges (Equispon, Equimedical BV, Zwanenburg, Netherlands). The exposed 

brain tissue was covered with warm saline to prevent dehydration. 

5.6.3 Animal monitoring 

The physical condition of the animal was continuously monitored. Body temperature was measured 

with a rectal probe, displayed on a computer screen and maintained using a heating pad (TC01, MCS, 

Reutlingen, Germany). The state of anesthesia was frequently assessed using toe pinch and corneal 

reflexes. Cardiac function, respiration and tentative movements of the animal were monitored via a 

custom-built ECG: Electrodes were placed on the right foreleg and the left hind leg and connected 

to an amplifier (P55, Grass Technologies, Warwick, RI, USA). For acoustical supervision, a standard 

computer loudspeaker was coupled to the output of the amplifier. Using the soundcard of the setup 

computer, the amplified ECG signal was digitized and displayed on a computer screen. Hydration 

status of the animal was periodically controlled via skin retraction. In case of dehydration, warm 

isotonic saline was administered using the intraperitoneal access. 

5.6.4 Sound generation and delivery 

All stimulation sounds were designed using the Real-Time Processor Visual Design Studio 

(RPvdsEx, version 76; Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT), Alachua, FL, USA). Sequence and 

parameters of the sounds were controlled with Brainware (TDT). Stimulus generation was performed 

at 195.3 kHz sampling rate using the digital signal-processing hardware of an RZ6 Auditory 

Processor (TDT). Acoustic signals were calibrated using a ¼ inch measurement microphone (40BF, 

G.R.A.S., Holte, Denmark), custom written MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, 

USA) and TDT’s SigCalRP calibration software. Signals were produced by magnetic full-range 

speakers (MF1, TDT) with a membrane diameter of 38 mm. Binaurally presented signals needed to 

be shielded and delivered separately from the speaker to the respective eardrum of the animal. 
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Loudspeakers were enclosed with an aluminum housing and sealed with a covering plate. The 

distance between the membrane of the speaker and the covering plate could be adjusted with 

acoustically insulating rubber gaskets. A tight-seal funnel was placed upon the orifice outlet of the 

speaker housing, connected to plastic tubing (outer diameter: 3.2 mm, inner diameter: 1.9 mm) and 

inserted into the animal’s pinna. The length of the plastic tubing needed to be adjusted to flatten the 

frequency response of the sound at the end of the tubing. Propagating sound waves are dampened 

when travelling through space. This effect is enhanced for high frequencies, especially in the 

ultrasonic range. As a result, the farther a sound wave propagates, the stronger the frequency response 

is shifted towards low frequencies. Additionally, constraining a sound wave to a narrow environment 

such as a plastic tubing results in multiple interferences, attenuating some frequency bands whereas 

others become amplified. To counterbalance these effects, a digital finite impulse response (FIR) 

filter needed to be applied to the stimuli before sending them to the transducers. Simply spoken, this 

filter is the reciprocal of the speaker’s, or respectively the setting’s basic impulse response. 

Amplification of underrepresented frequency bands is not applicable, as this would result in 

distortions or is impossible a priori due to destructive interference. Flattening of a speaker’s 

frequency response is thus achieved by modification of mainly two variables: On the one hand by 

prevention of interferences, e.g. via adjustments in the transduction path of the acoustic signal. In 

this case, this is a combination of loudspeaker housing, distance of the covering plate, position of the 

connected funnel and length and diameter of the delivery tubes. On the other hand by attenuation of 

excessive frequency bands. Consequently, the maximal practicable sound intensity of the entire 

frequency range of an ideally flattened frequency response is limited according to the frequency band 

with the lowest intensity. This leads to the simplified equation: The shorter the tubing, the louder the 

signal and the broader the suitable frequency range. The arrangement of the setup required a minimal 

tubing length of 60 mm, empirical tests revealed an ideal length of 75 mm. Following repeated 

calibration routines for adjustment of the digital FIR filter in SigCalRP, a maximal fluctuation of the 

frequency response of ±4 dB over the required stimulation range from 2 kHz to 50 kHz and a maximal 

sound pressure level of 90 dB SPL (re. 20 µPa) could be achieved.  

The acoustic path from generation at the speaker’s membrane to perception at the animal’s eardrum 

was thoroughly insulated to avoid cross talk from the speaker to the other, contralateral eardrum. 

However, empirical tests revealed cross talk from the ipsilateral speaker to the contralateral ear at 

signal intensities of more than 40 dB in respect of the animal’s individual hearing threshold and the 

recorded unit. As a consequence, ipsilateral stimulation intensities were set to 20 dB above threshold, 

if not stated other. At this level, neurons commonly respond with the typical firing pattern and with 

high reliability, whereas cross talk remains irrelevant. 
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5.6.5 Sound stimuli and recording protocol 

Search for LSO neurons 

Pseudorandom, correlated white noise bursts of 100 ms duration were presented every 250 ms at an 

intensity of 60 dB SPL to search for auditory neurons. Signals were cosine gated with a 5 ms rise-

fall time to avoid artifacts caused by the transducers. For a rapid approach of auditory regions within 

the brainstem, binaural stimulation at equal intensity was used since most nuclei in the auditory 

brainstem respond to binaural acoustic signals. Once the area of the SOC was encountered, the search 

routine was switched to exclusively ipsilateral simulation. Firstly, the neuronal activity from 

ipsilateral excitation of numerous LSO cells is already inhibited to a certain extent when contralateral 

stimuli are of equal intensity. Thus, binaural stimuli may cause a miss of LSO activity as many LSO 

neurons do not fire during binaural stimulation with equal intensities. Secondly, in the vicinity of the 

LSO no other area of ipsilateral excitability is known. Consequently, a response to ipsilateral 

stimulation serves as a first indication for the location of an LSO neuron. Following the isolation of 

a unit matching these criteria, a switch to contralateral and finally binaural stimulation was performed 

as an additional verification. If the unit showed no spike response to contralateral stimulation and no 

or at least reduced activity on binaural sound presentation, this neuron was considered as an LSO 

principal cell and subsequent recordings were performed. 

Spontaneous firing rate 

Spontaneous activity of the isolated unit was recorded, omitting any acoustic stimulation. These 

measurements were conducted prior to other recordings, as auditory neurons can exhibit a transient 

increase of spontaneous firing rates following elevated neuronal activity.  

Noise threshold 

Next, the response to either ipsi- or contralateral 100 ms noise bursts from 0 to 90 dB SPL in steps 

of 10 dB was recorded. On the one hand, these recordings served as a documented verification of the 

exclusively ipsilateral excitation. On the other hand, they were used to assess the unit’s individual 

intensity threshold for white noise.  

nILD and proof for IE characteristic 

Ipsilateral intensity of the noise bursts was then fixed at 20 dB above threshold. Contralateral noise 

bursts were presented simultaneously at ±30 dB in steps of 5 dB to examine the unit’s response 

properties to interaural level differences of white noise (nILD). Moreover the resulting ILD function 

of this trial provided final evidence, that the recorded neuron was an LSO principal cell. 
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Determination of characteristic frequency range 

Subsequently the characteristic frequency was determined. 100 ms tone pips with 5 ms rise-fall time, 

logarithmically spaced in 50 steps from 2 kHz to 50 kHz, were presented exclusively via the 

ipsilateral transducer at 60 dB SPL.  

Tuning curves and threshold determination 

In 12 experimental sessions detailed ipsilateral frequency tuning curves were generated. Upper and 

lower cut off frequency were taken from the previous trial, logarithmically spaced in 20 steps and 

permuted with the stimulation intensity from 0 dB SPL to 60 dB SPL in 5 dB increments. 

Characteristic frequency (CF) and intensity threshold were assessed from the resulting frequency 

response area. In 13 experimental sessions, CF was approximated from the previous trial and 

intensity threshold was determined for this particular frequency in steps of 5 dB.  

Pure tone ILD functions  

Next, an ILD function using pure tones was generated (pILD). The ipsilateral stimulus was set to CF, 

20 dB above the cell’s individual threshold for this frequency. The contralateral stimulus was set to 

the same frequency and presented simultaneously at ±30 dB in steps of 5 dB. 

Click sounds  

Noise bursts and pure tones with a duration of 100 ms and a rise-fall time of 5 ms represent 

comparably long signals with smooth on- and offset. A core feature of sound localization in the 

azimuthal plane with strong evolutionary impact might be the detection of prey or predators. Brief 

and abrupt sounds like a breaking twig of an ambushing fox could thus be a behaviorally highly 

relevant stimulus for mice. In the experimental condition, these signals are mimicked by click sounds. 

In theory, a click is an infinitely short impulse of sound waves, simultaneously carrying all 

frequencies at equal intensity. In practice, due to technical limitations, presented clicks were of 0.1 

ms duration and 10 µs rise-fall time. This duration was chosen as a compromise between realizable 

stimulus intensity and frequency range of the signal. The spectral content of a click is defined by its 

duration, such as the first spectral zero occurs at the inverse of its duration. An ideal and frequently 

used click of 50 µs therefore shows a spectral gap at 20 kHz. This is negligible for e.g. psychoacoustic 

experiments with human subjects, as the human hearing range is limited to a maximum of 20 kHz. 

However, about 50% of all recorded LSO neurons showed a CF between 15 and 25 kHz, 

disqualifying the use of 50 µs clicks. The duration of a click is further accompanied by its effective 

intensity, as shorter clicks transmit less total sound pressure. Hence, applying clicks shorter than 50 

µs to circumvent spectral issues would result in clicks with insufficient maximal intensity. On the 

other hand, inordinate distortions are a result of clicks succeeding a certain duration. 
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Intensity thresholds differed between units and single cells in turn showed diverging thresholds for 

the three applied stimuli. Hence, intensity thresholds were determined individually for each cell and 

examined stimulus type. Consequently, the ipsilateral threshold for click sounds was assessed in 5 

dB steps. Threshold was defined when more than 50 % of the unit’s response was correlated with the 

stimulating clicks. 

Monaural adaptation trials 

In order to measure effects of habitation, the use of pure tones or noise bursts was limited due to the 

onset response characteristic and the 5 ms rise times. Thus, to achieve an effect, LSO cells needed to 

be periodically stimulated with click sounds at different repetition rates. 600 ms ipsilateral click trains 

were presented with a recovery period of 1400 ms between trials at 20 dB above the respective 

threshold. Repetition rate of the clicks was realized as inter-click intervals of 10, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 

1 ms, resulting in stimulation rates of 100, 143, 167, 200, 250, 333, 500 and 1000 Hz, respectively.  

Binaural adaptation trials 

In preparation for the binaural adaptation trial, an ILD function for clicks was evaluated. In 

accordance to the previously recorded ILD functions, ipsilateral click intensity was set to 20 dB 

above threshold, whereas contralateral intensity was varied ±30 dB in steps of 5 dB. As previously 

introduced, LSO cells are not only sensitive to ILDs, also differences in timing play a significant role 

for the balance of excitation and inhibition. In order to define comprehensively the accounting 

parameters for the interplay of excitation and inhibition, influence of interaural time differences 

(ITDs) was approximated. Pilot experiments showed a sufficient coverage of the required ITD range, 

when contralateral click delay was varied between 0 and 1 ms in steps of 0.5 ms. These measurements 

were interlaced with the evaluation of the ILDs to reveal the combination of ILD and ITD at which 

the unit was most sensitive, i.e. inhibition via contralateral stimulation was most effective.  

To quantify the impact of either ipsilateral excitation or contralateral inhibition in case of FXS, 

binaural adaptation trials were performed. In order to maintain sufficient adaptation power, general 

parameters were assessed in pilot experiments. Here, a click presentation rate of 200 Hz showed to 

be the best compromise between strong excitation from fast repetitive stimulation and a still faithful 

response to almost every single click, even for long presentation durations. Additionally, several 

units of Fmr1 KO animals showed a stronger response to a subsequent pure tone, compared to WT 

mice. Accordingly, duration of the adapting click train was set to 1000 ms at a repetition rate of 200 

Hz. In 50 % of all trials, a monaural, ipsilateral click train, 20 dB above the previously determined 

threshold for clicks was presented (see Figure 18A, upper stimulation trace). In the remaining trials, 

the adapting click train was presented binaurally. Contralateral intensity was set to a value, where 

almost complete inhibition of the ipsilateral excitation was achieved (see Figure 18A, lower 
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stimulation trace). Subsequent to the adapting click train, with a delay of 10 or 50 ms, a 100 ms 

monaural, ipsilateral pure tone at CF and at 20 dB above the unit’s individual threshold was 

presented. Each combination was repeated 10 times, with a 1000 ms recovery time between trials. 

Assessment of intrinsic properties 

The circuitry of the LSO allows to test for differences of intrinsic properties from a lack of FMRP of 

only LSO cells in vivo. Using the paradigm in figure 18A, the contribution of ion channel activity 

only at LSO cells was addressed. FMRP interacts with a number of ion channel complexes and two 

of which were shown to be expressed at LSO cells (Rizzi et al., 2016; Sausbier et al., 2006). A lack 

of FMRP was associated with a reduced activity of the sodium-activated potassium channel Slack 

(Brown et al., 2010) and a decreased activation of the calcium-activated potassium channel BK 

(Deng et al., 2013). As a functional consequence, synaptic short-term plasticity and the precise 

temporal processing of action potentials is affected in Fmr1 KO mice. A reduced activation of these 

potassium channels could thus be reflected in the processing of auditory stimuli at LSO cells. 

The response to a monaural pure tone was compared following either mon- or binaural strong 

acoustic click stimulation. Monaural click trains caused the cell to strongly fire. Contralateral 

inhibition suppressed this firing in the binaural condition and thus also the strong activation of 

potassium channels. The excitatory inputs to the successive pure tone, however, were identical in 

both conditions. A difference in the response to this pure tone between WT and Fmr1 KO animals 

would then reflect changes of the intrinsic properties of only the respective LSO cell and was 

independent of propagated changes from lower stages. 

5.6.6 General stimulus presentation parameters 

The sequence of any recording trial was randomly presented to prevent adaptation of the cell’s 

response. All applied stimuli were extensively analyzed for various parameters such as effective 

levels, frequency content, duration, repetition rates, rise/fall times and possible interferences. 

Depending on the focus of the experiment, not all mentioned above procedures were applied to limit 

the required time for a complete set of recordings. This helped to maintain a constant recording 

quality, as signal intensity and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) tend to fluctuate with increasing recording 

duration. In addition, shorter recording protocols reduce the risk of losing a cell before the set is 

completed. The most relevant parts of a recording protocol were the final ones, as the required 

parameters for the respective trials had to be determined in the first place. Thus, limiting the essential 

recording time improves the chance of accomplishing a complete set of data of high fidelity. 
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5.6.7 Data acquisition 

Recording electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (10-15 MΩ, BioMedical 

Instruments, Zöllnitz, Germany) on a PC-10 puller (Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) and filled with 2 M 

NaCl, containing 2% horseradish peroxidase (HRP; Type II, Sigma-Alderich, St. Louis, MO, USA). 

Neuronal activity was amplified and filtered (300-3000 Hz) using a Model 3000 amplifier with 

regular headstage (A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA, USA). Analog signals were digitized at 24.4 kHz 

sampling rate and fed into a computer via an RZ6 Auditory Processor (TDT, Alachua, FL, USA). 

Real time spike data were displayed and selected using Brainware (TDT). To ensure that recorded 

data originate from a single unit, wave shape of selected spikes was continuously cropped, plotted 

for different criteria and stored separately for post-hoc analysis. Trigger for recognition and recording 

of single action potentials was manually adjusted and set to approximately 2/3 the size of the negative 

voltage deflection. In extracellular recordings, action potentials of LSO cells commonly showed a 

larger negative amplitude (see example traces Fig. 17B, upper inset). Setting the trigger threshold to 

the negative side of the voltage trace thus facilitated the reduction of artefacts due to a too low trigger 

threshold. At the same time, loss of occasional spikes with a small total amplitude was reduced. Both 

analog voltage traces and action potential event times were simultaneously recorded. Analog traces 

were collected with 12-bit resolution at 50-kHz sampling frequency. 

5.6.8 Iontophoretical labeling and histological reconstruction of recording sites 

Following each successful recording of 

a cell, stereotactic coordinates were 

stored. Once per experimental session, 

typically after recording of a highly 

representative unit, a small amount of 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was 

iontophoretically applied. A +90 V DC 

current for 3 minutes ejected an 

adequate amount of HRP for labeling 

after subsequent histological 

processing. With this labeling, clear 

verification of the recording site was 

accomplished. Moreover, all other 

recording sites could be subsequently reconstructed. Experiments were terminated with a lethal dose 

of the anesthetic. After decapitation, the brain was carefully removed and immersion fixed for 24 

hours at 4°C in a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). Brains 

Figure 7: Verification of a recording site in a Nissl-
stained coronal section of the LSO. Solid arrowhead 
shows HRP labeling of recording site. Hollow 
arrowheads indicate electrode tracks. Broken line 
represents border of LSO. Scale bar: 100 µm 
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were washed thoroughly in 0.1 M PB and embedded in 4% warm, low-melting agarose in 0.1 M PB. 

70 µm thick coronal sections containing the LSO were obtained using a vibratome (VT1200, Leica 

Biosystems, Nussloch, Germany) and mounted on object slides. HRP injection was made visible by 

a 35-minute application of a diaminobenzidine reaction kit (D7304, Sigma-Alderich, St. Louis, MO, 

USA). Brain slices were rinsed with aqua bidest and counterstained for 7 minutes in a cresyl violet 

solution. Object slides were differentiated for approximately 30 seconds in acetate buffer, dehydrated 

for 30 seconds in 99% ethanol and cleared for 2-3 minutes in xylol. Slides were covered with 

mounting medium (Roti®-Histokitt, Carl Roth) and stored at 4°C. Labeling sites were located using 

a transmission light microscope (CH30, Olympus, Tokio, Japan) and digitally captured with a CMOS 

camera (ISH300, Tucsen, Fuzhou, China)(Figure 7). Stereotactic coordinates were read out 

according to a standardized mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2004). Atlas coordinates and 

corresponding experimental coordinates were compared and the difference was subtracted from the 

remaining recording site coordinates of this experimental session. This helped reducing the initial 

calibration bias and provided for a well-suited 3D-reconstruction of the recording sites.        

5.7 Data Analysis 

Analysis of recorded data was performed in MATLAB and GraphPad Prism version 5.01 (GraphPad 

Software, San Diego, CA, USA).  

The characteristic frequency (CF) of a neuron is defined as the frequency at which the unit responds 

with the lowest threshold. In experiments, where a detailed tuning curve was recorded, threshold was 

determined when more than 50 % of correlated neuronal activity was observed. In the remaining 

experiments, CF was approximated from the initial frequency sweep at 60 dB SPL. Here, CF was 

defined as the response with the smallest latency, as pilot experiments showed a suitable correlation 

of latency and CF. 

5.7.1 Regression analysis 

For regression analysis, linear regression was calculated using the formula   

𝑟 = 1 −
∑ (𝑦 − ŷ )

∑ (𝑦 − ȳ )
 

where r² is the coefficient of determination, ŷ is the predicted value of y and ȳ is the mean of the 

observed data. 
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5.7.2 Ratio of responsiveness 

Sensory neurons can be categorized by means of their firing pattern. In this context, they are often 

referred to as onset, sustained or chopper units. For a detailed characterization and quantification of 

a unit’s response properties, a quality measure beyond a classification of onset and sustained activity 

was needed. Analysis of all recorded units revealed that 90 % of the neuronal activity upon 

stimulation with a 100 ms pure tone at the cell’s CF, 20 dB above perception threshold, occurred 

within the first 10.2 ms, with respect to the unit’s FSL. Accordingly, cells showing correlated 

response exclusively within the first 10 ms were considered strong onset neurons and therefore this 

time window was used to evaluate response behavior. A ratio was calculated of the number of elicited 

action potentials within the first 10 ms, divided by the number of spikes of the total stimulation 

period. Consequently, if all neuronal activity occurred within the first 10 ms, a ratio of responsiveness 

(RR) of 1 was calculated. On the other hand, an RR of 0.5 implied the same number of action 

potentials in the first 10 ms compared to the remaining 90 ms. Thus, a smaller RR value reflected a 

stronger sustained firing behavior. This analysis helped to reveal subtle differences in the firing 

patterns between WT and Fmr1 KO animals. 

5.7.3 ILD values 

To describe a cell’s response to ILDs, a sigmoid function was fit to the data using the formula 

y = a +
b

1 + exp −
h − x

𝑠

 

where y is the discharge rate, x is the ILD, h is the ILD of the half maximal inhibition (point of 

inflection, respectively), s is the slope at the point of inflection and a and b are free parameters. 

Decreasing values of the half maximal inhibition ILD reflect a shift of the ILD towards the ipsilateral 

ear, i.e. higher contralateral sound intensity is needed to achieve an inhibitory effect. 

5.7.4 Q values 

As a measure of tuning sharpness, the Q values for each neuron were determined. The Q10 value is 

calculated as the ratio of CF over the bandwidth 10 dB above threshold, whereas the Q30 value is 30 

dB above threshold. A larger Q value reflects a sharper tuning, i.e. a more narrow frequency response 

area. 
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5.7.5 Assessment of temporal precision 

Vector strength 

The calculation of vector strength (VS) was used to measure the degree of phase-locking, ranging 

from 0 to 1. Here, 0 indicates no phase-locking, and 1 indicates perfect phase-locking. The 

conventional discrete definition of VS was applied, initially introduced for the computation and 

quantification of neuronal phase-locking by Goldberg and Brown, 1969: 

𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =  
(∑ sin θ) + (∑ cos θ )

𝑛
 

Here, θ describes the phase of each spike in radians, and n is the number of spikes.  

The calculation of VS gives an appropriate prediction of a unit’s synchronicity, as long as the 

compared units show matching firing patterns, e.g. strictly onset or sustained firing. For onset cells 

like LSO neurons of mice, binning of the summed neuronal activity in a histogram results in a well-

defined distribution, culminating in a single peak (Figure 8, 250 Hz condition). Less dispersion of 

the summed spikes and thus stronger agglomeration in a certain point within the considered cycle 

results in a higher VS. For cells with a regular or occasional response of two or more spikes, addition 

of all spikes of the repetitive cycle produces more than one peak. Following the applied mode of 

calculation, VS will decrease significantly, regardless of the factual high synchronicity of the first 

spike of the cycle (Figure 8, 100 Hz condition & summary below). Granted that the comparative 

Figure 8: Limited significance of vector strength as a measure to describe firing accuracy. The 
calculation of vector strength (VS) commonly quantifies a neuron’s precision to respond to repetitive 
stimulation. Strongly correlated and well-synchronized responses generate a narrow peak when 
plotted as a histogram and account for larger VS values. Onset cells occasionally elicit a second 
action potential upon single stimulation, especially for slower repetition rates. The resulting second 
peak distorts the calculation of VS (see e.g. 100 or 143 Hz repetition rate). In these conditions, the 
sharp first peak indicates a remarkably high precision, typically producing a large VS value. The 
occurrence of a second peak understates the effective VS. Right plot summarizes VS values for 
separate conditions, size of individual data points indicates general response strength. 
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groups exhibit similar variability of firing patterns, averaging of the calculated VS values and 

comparison between groups will give a good approximation of the pooled neuronal activity. 

However, in the present case, a larger portion of WT cells respond with two spikes upon stimulation 

with clicks, compared to KO animals. This leads to an erroneous averaged bias towards smaller VS 

in WT animals, even if the real phase-locking precision of the first spike was higher. Consequently, 

another method had to be applied to evaluate firing precision. 

Single response evaluation 

Neuronal response upon stimulation with click trains was cropped into single cycles, corresponding 

to the repetition rate of the stimulus. Occasionally, and in particular depending on the repetition rate, 

latency of the neural response to click trains gradually increased with stimulation duration. Thus, 

window size of cycles was manually adjusted to ensure that all relevant action potentials were located 

within the respective window, from the first to the last cycle of the stimulation period. Moreover, 

this helped minimizing the influence of uncorrelated spontaneous activity between single clicks, 

which appeared to be relevant especially for slow repetition rates. To assess both, overall and single 

cycle reliability, the occurrence of a correlating response was examined in every cycle. Likewise, 

latency and standard deviation of only the first correlating spike were calculated. Additionally, the 

number of total correlated action potentials and therefore the chance for more than one spike per 

click were determined. The advantage of this method over the calculation of VS was on the one hand, 

that a better approximation of the general precision of action potential timing could be achieved. On 

the other hand, also the changes of parameters like reliability, standard deviation, latency or spike 

numbers during the progress of stimulation could be examined.  

5.7.6 Statistical tests 

Data were tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Differences between two mean 

values were assessed with the unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test for normally distributed data and 

with Mann-Whitney-Test for pairwise comparison of non-parametric distributed data. For data sets 

with significantly different variances, unpaired t test with Welch's correction was used to calculate 

statistics. Groups were compared with Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as mean ± SEM. The significance thresholds of p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**) and p<0.001 (***) 

were used. 
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6 Results 

6.1 The lateral superior olive of mice 

The LSO of mice has been subject to numerous studies throughout the past decades, including 

anatomical descriptions, neuronal tract tracing, immunohistochemical examination, behavioral 

experiments and in vitro electrophysiology in acute brain slices (Harrison and Irving, 1966; Ollo and 

Schwartz, 1979; Campbell and Henson, 1988; Wu and Kelly, 1991; Walcher et al., 2011; Weisz et 

al., 2016). Yet, the response characteristics to different sound patterns has not been characterized to 

date. In the present study, we aimed to fill this gap and performed in vivo extracellular single unit 

recordings on anesthetized animals, stimulating the LSO with acoustic signals whilst recording the 

neuronal response from single cells of this nucleus.  

6.1.1 Anatomy and neurotransmitter distribution is comparable to other rodents 

We started by investigating the basic anatomical properties of the LSO in the used mouse strain, such 

as location, extent within the brainstem and synaptic connectivity. As in all other mammals, the LSO 

of mice is located in the superior olivary complex, a predominantly auditory region of the ventral 

brainstem. With both Nissl and immunohistochemical antibody stainings, a well-defined border to 

adjacent brainstem nuclei can be delineated (Figures 9A,B). In coronal brain sections, it appears as 

a bean-shaped accumulation of cells and is mainly comprised of fusiform cells with an average soma 

diameter of 12-15 µm. The LSO of adult FVB mice spans 400 µm in the mediolateral plane, in 

dorsoventral direction 500 µm, and about 700 µm in the rostrocaudal plane. 

Immunohistochemical labeling of transporter proteins showed the expected expression patterns of 

neurotransmitter distribution known from other mouse strains (Figure 9C). Studies in a variety of 

species have shown excitatory glutamatergic inputs emerging from the ipsilateral ear and inhibitory 

glycinergic projections from the contralateral side (Wu and Kelly, 1992a; Srinivasan et al., 2004; Ito 

et al., 2015). Here, antibody staining against the vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (vGluT1) revealed 

punctuate glutamatergic inputs, predominantly expressed on dendrites of principal LSO cells. In 

contrast, antibodies against the glycine transporter 2 (GlyT2) labeled large areas of the somatic 

surface, indicating prevalent glycinergic presynaptic terminals. No obvious spatial gradient in 

neurotransmitter distribution, cell size or shape was observed, demonstrating a fairly homogenous 

nucleus. These results are in agreement with findings from other mouse strains, or rodents in general, 

and confirmed our expectations. 
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6.1.2 Monaural features of a binaural nucleus 

Most neurons in the LSO receive binaural inputs. In natural environmental conditions, this nucleus 

will typically receive and process inputs from both ears. However, for a comprehensive 

characterization of isolated ipsilateral input properties it is mandatory to eliminate any influence from 

the contralateral ear. Hence, the results of the following section are all obtained from exclusively 

monaural stimulation of the ipsilateral ear. 

  

A vGluT1
GlyT2
MAP2

D

M

B

C

LSO

SPN
MNTB

Figure 9: Anatomical and neurochemical features of the mouse LSO. A: Bright-field photomicro-
graph of a Nissl-stained LSO of an Fmr1 WT mouse showing representative shape and cellular 
arrangement. Scale bar 100 µm. B: SOC overview in the auditory brainstem. Vesicular glutamate 
transporter 1 (vGluT1; magenta) and glycine transporter 2 (GlyT2; green) served as reference 
markers to identify different substructures. MNTB is exclusively positive for glutamatergic labeling, 
SPN showed only glycinergic inputs whereas the LSO typically was immunoreactive for both 
transporters. Contours of minor nuclei like LNTB, VNTB and MSO showed to be ambiguous using 
this approach. Dorsal and medial directions are indicated and apply for the entire panel. Scale bar: 
200 µm. C: Maximal projection confocal image of five optical sections, showing punctuate, 
glutamatergic synaptic inputs (vGluT1; magenta), typically contacting dendritic regions of LSO 
principal cells. Extensive glycinergic inputs (GlyT2; green) cover large areas of somatic surfaces. 
Neurons are counterstained with MAP2 (microtubule associated protein 2; blue), labeling cell bodies 
and dendrites. Scale bar: 10 µm.  
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Figure 10: Raster dot plots of basic firing patterns upon stimulation with 
different sounds. Representative firing patterns of LSO principal cells. Each dot 
represents a single action potential. Black bars indicate duration of sound 
stimulation. Sound signals are presented 20 dB above perception threshold for 
individual cell and stimulus type, if not stated other. A: Typical recording 
scenario. LSO principal cells are excited via ipsilateral stimulation, contralateral 
sound delivery inhibits neuronal activity. Sound stimuli are delivered separately 
to each ear. B: Stereotypic neuronal response to monaural, ipsilateral 
presentation of a 100 ms white noise burst. A strong onset response with few 
spikes is followed by scarce firing. C: Firing pattern upon stimulation with click 
sounds. LSO cell responds with typically one action potential and with high 
reliability on single clicks. Magnification in C’ reveals small jitter and sporadic 
occurrence of a second spike. D: Response to 100 ms pure tone stimulation at 
the cell’s characteristic frequency (CF). Most cells respond with one or few 
spikes only at signal onset. E: Firing pattern changes for pure tone stimulation 
at CF, depending on signal intensity. First spike latency and jitter increases for 
decreasing sound levels. F: Firing pattern changes for pure tone stimulation with 
different frequencies. At the lower spectral edge, LSO cells show delayed 
sustained activity. With rising frequency, firing changes towards more onset-like 
response, in combination with decreasing FSL. At CF, cell shows strong and 
exclusive onset firing, enclosing the smallest FSL. Onset behavior persists for 
frequencies above CF, yet FSL increases again. Magnification in F’ illustrates 
this characteristic in detail. 
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6.1.2.1 LSO principal cells respond to acoustic signals with pronounced onset firing 

LSO neurons of mice respond to a variety of different stimulation signals. In this part of the study, 

we tested for the response patterns to stimulation with white noise, pure tones and click sounds. All 

recorded IE cells responded reliably to all three types of stimulation signals.  

To ipsilateral stimulation with pseudorandom white noise, most LSO cells responded with an onset 

burst of action potentials, followed by sparse sustained activity throughout the whole stimulation 

period (Figure 10B). Presentation of click sounds caused a highly precise and reliable response with 

typically one action potential per click and a sporadic, scattered offset response (Figure 10C). 

Occasionally, a second action potential was elicited (Figure 10C’). Searching for the units preferred 

pure tone frequency, a typical response pattern was observed: A large number of LSO cells showed 

a brief and precise onset response to its characteristic frequency (Figure 10D), commonly ranging 

from one to few initial spikes per stimulation. The average number of action potentials did not change 

within a wide range of stimulus intensities, only a delay of the first spike with decreasing sound 

pressure level was observed (Figure 10E). When the sound intensity reached, and eventually fell 

below the perception threshold, the firing pattern of most LSO cells changed from onset to sparse 

and random neuronal activity throughout the whole stimulation period. Increasing the frequency 

resulted in an abrupt inhibition of firing. In contrast, a decrease of the frequency caused a delayed 

response, gradually shifted to a sustained firing pattern (Figures 10F,F’). 

Intensity thresholds differed between single units within one recording session, ranging from -10 dB 

SPL to 60 dB SPL. Likewise, fluctuations of intensity thresholds between different stimuli of single 

units was observed. Consequently, for each recorded cell, the individual stimulus threshold had to be 

determined. Typically, thresholds for pure tones at the neuron’s preferred frequency were smallest 

with 14.8 ±1.63 dB SPL, averaged across all recorded LSO cells. 64.6 % of all neurons showed a 

higher threshold for click stimuli compared to pure tones (25.5 ±2.25 dB SPL), whereas for 78.3 % 

a higher threshold for noise bursts was measured (22.9 ±2.85 dB SPL). Recorded spontaneous firing 

rates ranged from 0 – 65 Hz with 70.2 % of all cells showing less than 10 Hz. 22.4 % revealed no 

spontaneous activity during the recording session (Figure 11A). Spontaneous firing did not correlate 

with the cells preferred frequency (Figure 11B, p= 0.8876, r²= 0.0003). Generally, these findings are 

in accordance to what is known from other species. 

6.1.2.2 Subtle differences in onset firing are categorized by the ratio of responsiveness 

The majority of LSO cells displayed a strong onset firing behavior on pure tone stimulation at the 

cells preferred frequency. The remaining neurons showed a progressive gradient of sustained 

activity, ranging from only a few more spikes following onset activity to strong sustained firing 

throughout the whole stimulation period. For a closer characterization and a quantification of a unit’s 
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response properties, the ratio of responsiveness (RR) was assessed. This calculation was required to 

correlate the firing pattern with additional parameters of relevance for this study. Especially for the 

latter comparison with Fmr1 KO animals, the conservative classification in onset and sustained firing 

showed to be insufficient in the present case. This yielded the development of an additional measure. 

62.3 % of all recorded LSO neurons returned RR=1, revealing a strong onset response exclusively 

within the first 10 ms of response (Figure 12B). The remaining cells showed RRs across the whole 

range, with a minimal value of 0.087, indicating a strong sustained activity during stimulation with 

only 8.7 % of all action potentials occurring within the first 10 ms of response. Commonly, cells with 

an RR between 1 and 0.5 would have been classified as onset neurons, with help of the calculation 

of RR, these subtle differences in firing pattern were revealed. Moreover, these differences in 

response characteristics were suspected to be associated with the basic neuronal activity level. Yet, 

no correlation of spontaneous activity and firing pattern were observed (Figure 12C, p= 0.4687, r²= 

0.0079). Firing patterns of auditory neurons can be linked to their characteristic frequency, a result 

of how the primary discharge pattern of hair cells and auditory nerve fibers is transformed in the 

cochlear nucleus (Sullivan, 1985). However, this is mainly relevant for low frequency neurons, where 

pronounced phase locking is observed. In order to examine, if differences in firing patterns are 

dependent on the characteristic frequency, the correlation of frequency and RR was analyzed. 

However, frequency tuning was not correlated with a unit’s RR (Figure 12D, p=0.2207, r²= 0.0277). 

6.1.2.3 Auditory neurons are spatially organized regarding their characteristic frequency 

Most neurons in the ascending auditory pathway are tuned to a certain frequency at which they 

respond best, i.e. with the highest firing rate (best frequency, BF). Occasionally, this best frequency 

deviates to some extent from the frequency at which the cell still responds at the smallest stimulus 

intensity (characteristic frequency, CF). The majority of LSO cells show onset firing with constant 

firing rates across wide ranges of stimulation frequency or intensity, thus making BF an inappropriate 

measure to characterize a neuron’s preferred frequency. Measured CFs ranged from 3.4 to 40 kHz, 

Figure 11: Scarce spontaneous firing shows no correlation with characteristic frequency. A: 
Histogram of all recorded spontaneous firing rates. The great majority of LSO cells shows no or little 
spontaneous activity. B: Spontaneous firing rates are not correlated with the unit’s CF. 
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showing a Gaussian distribution across this frequency range when plotted as a histogram (Figure 

13A, KS distance=0.07803). Studies of the past decades described the hearing range of mice to 

approximately cover frequencies from 2 kHz to 90 kHz (Ehret, 1976; Heffner and Masterton, 1980; 

Zheng et al., 1999; Heffner and Heffner, 2007; Radziwon et al., 2009). This shows that only a part 

of the available spectrum is used for sound localization in the azimuthal plane. Moreover, as almost 

50 % of all recorded cells show CFs between 15 kHz and 25 kHz, this frequency band seems to be 

of major behavioral relevance. This is in agreement to audiograms of mice, where a peak in 

sensitivity is shown for the same frequency range (Garcia-Lazaro et al., 2015). However, the great 

majority of vocalization calls has been proven to cover frequencies between 30 kHz and 80 kHz 

(Sewell, 1972; Hofer et al., 2002; Holy and Guo, 2005). This indicates that only few cells of the LSO 

are suited to process vocalizations. 

Commonly, neurons of auditory nuclei are spatially organized within the nucleus’ boundaries 

depending on their preferred frequency, also referred to as tonotopic organization. In a variety of 

other species, it has already been shown that neurons of low CF tend to be located in the lateral part 

of the LSO, whereas high frequencies are represented in the medial part. Plotting of all recorded  
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Figure 12: Classification of response characteristics. A: Raster dot plots of the response pattern of 
two representative cells to illustrate the calculation of the ratio of responsiveness (RR). Following 
conventional categorization, both units would account for onset cells. Application of RR allows for 
a more detailed classification. The number of elicited action potentials within the first 10 ms after 
response onset is divided by the total number of spikes. B: Quantification of neuronal response to 
stimulation with pure tones. Ratio of responsiveness (RR) classifies firing pattern into more refined 
categories than onset and sustained to reveal subtle changes in the neuronal response. More than 
half of all recorded cells show strong onset response, however a gradual tendency towards more 
sustained firing is observed. Correlation analysis revealed no significant relationship between RR 
and spontaneous firing (C) or CF (D). 
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Figure 13: Distribution of characteristic frequencies and tonotopic arrangement. A: Proportional 
distribution of CFs of all recorded LSO cells, ranging from 3.2 to 40 kHz. Gaussian-like dispersion 
predominantly represents behaviorally relevant frequencies for ILD computation. B: Topographic 
reconstruction of recording sites and the corresponding CFs revealed a correlation regarding the 
mediolateral (B1) and the rostrocaudal axis (B2). No relationship is observed for the dorsoventral 
dimension (B3). C1-3: 2D-plots showing reconstructed recording sites. Each dot represents one 
LSO neuron. Colors code for CF (red: low, green: intermediate, blue: high CF). Most recording 
sites are located within the boundaries of the LSO, referring to the stereotaxic mouse brain atlas, 
Paxinos and Franklin, 2004. D: 3D-reconstruction reveals mediolateral and rostrocaudal 
gradient of tonotopic arrangement. High frequencies tend to be located in the medial and rostral 
divisions of the LSO, low frequencies in the lateral and caudal parts. 
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neurons in the mediolateral dimension revealed a significant regression of CFs with units of low CF 

located in the lateral limb of the nucleus (Figure 13B1, p=0.0006, r²=0.1371). Also in the rostrocaudal 

axis, CFs tend to be tonotopically arranged (Figure 13B2, p=0.0006, r²=0.0550). In this dimension, 

neurons with low CFs were commonly found in the caudal division of the LSO. However, no 

significance was found for the dorsoventral extent (Figure 13B3, p=0.2891, r²=0.0139). Visualizing 

all recorded CFs in a two-dimensional plot confirmed these findings (Figures 13C1-3). 

Consequently, the tonotopic arrangement of neurons in the LSO of mice is not restricted to a 

tonotopic spread in the mediolateral axis, but is likewise extended in the rostrocaudal dimension 

(Figure 13D). This is in accordance to what is known from other mammals and validated our 

predictions to a large extent. However, a more precise distribution was expected. 

6.1.2.4 LSO cells respond reliably with short latencies and small jitter 

The auditory system is the fastest sensory system in mammals (Horowitz, 2013). For example, 

humans are able to detect timing differences of sound patterns as little as 10 µs (Blauert, 1996). 

Delays and variability in timing are therefore critical parameters for auditory processing. Response 

latency upon stimulation is commonly more dependent on the number of relaying synapses than on 

the total transmission distance. As the LSO is one of the first nuclei within the auditory pathway, we 

expected to find small response latencies. Furthermore, transmission reliability in terms of both 

variability in timing and the probability of correlated neuronal response was suggested to be of high 

fidelity. For the majority of recorded cells, the response latency was dependent on the stimulus 

intensity (see Figure 10E). Thus, all latencies were calculated at 20 dB above the neuron’s individual 

threshold for the respective stimulus. Depending on the nature of the acoustic stimulus, first spike 

latencies (FSL) of 4.46±0.05 ms for click sounds and 7.76±0.30 ms for pure tones at the neuron’s 

CF were measured. Response to white noise bursts showed a FSL of 9.01±0.42 ms (Figure 14A). As 

not only the delays from sound occurrence to neuronal response is a decisive parameter for temporal 

processing, also the variability in timing was addressed. Taken the standard deviation (SD) of the 

FSL as a measure for firing accuracy, the highest precision (SD=0.109 ms; N=40) was achieved by 

stimulation with click sounds (Figure 14B). More variability in response accuracy was observed for 

pure tones (SD=0.409 ms; N=70) and white noise bursts (SD=1.249 ms; N=73). However, the large 

differences in latency and SD between clicks and both other stimuli are mainly an effect of the 

different rise times between stimuli. Pure tones and noise bursts were presented with 5 ms rise time, 

clicks with 0.01 ms. Additionally, LSO cells typically respond with high reliability on presentation 

of single acoustic signals. On the stimulation with an intensity of 20 dB above the respective 

threshold, the probability of eliciting at least one action potential was at 91.1 % for pure tones at CF, 

96.7 % for noise bursts and 97.1 % for single clicks. Considering all recorded cells and all conducted 

experimental sweeps, 70.3 % of all cells responded to every stimulation sweep on presentation of a 
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pure tone stimulus, 20 dB above response threshold at CF. For noise bursts, 88.0 % of all units 

elicited at least one action potential. This total reliability was highest on stimulation with clicks, 

where 89.7 % of all recorded cells showed a response. These results demonstrate a high temporal 

fidelity for the majority of recorded cells. Additionally, similar values were recorded for repetitive 

stimulation. On presentation of click trains with increasing stimulation frequency, the mean total 

reliability and the averaged temporal response fluctuations were assessed. Following a click train 

with 100 Hz repetition rate, a total response reliability of 97.1 % was shown. Increasing the 

stimulation rate up to 1000 Hz resulted in a gradual decline of firing reliability (Figure 14C). In 

addition to the decrease of response reliability, a progressively larger jitter (averaged standard 

deviation of the response to every single click) as a measure of reduced temporal precision was 

observed (Figure 14D). These results demonstrate a solid temporal fidelity for the response patterns 

of LSO cells. 

6.1.2.5 Rapid stimulation with click trains induces an effect of adaptation 

For a characterization of a cell’s behavior throughout the whole stimulation period and thus a 

determination of adaptation strength, the development of different parameters along the click train 

Figure 14: Temporal accuracy and 
reliability of neuronal response. A: Mean 
first spike latencies (FSLs) for the three 
applied stimuli. Substantial reduction for 
clicks is caused mainly by shorter rise-
times of the stimulus. B: Scatter plot for 
individual standard deviation values of the 
FSL for each stimulus type. Standard 
deviation serves as indicator for 
processing accuracy. Smaller values and 
dispersion for click sounds are again the 
result of markedly shorter rise-times of the 
stimulus. C: Averaged mean total 
reliability for all LSO principal cells to 
respond on click trains with different 
repetition rates. A gradual decay in 
reliability for rising frequencies is 
observed. D: Spiking accuracy on click 
train stimulation, indicated by the 
averaged standard deviation, 
progressively decreases with rising 
repetition rates. Regardless of the low 
reliability for the 500 Hz condition, the 
corresponding standard deviation is still 
considerably small. This still indicates 
correlated response, whereas for the 1000 
Hz condition, neurons tend to fire at the 
level of chance. Bar graphs show mean ± 
S.E.M. 
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was analyzed. In this context, an effective impact of adaptation was suspected to be revealed by a 

change in temporal response characteristics such as firing probability, jitter or latency. To address 

these parameters, the response to every single click of a click train was calculated. 

Changes in firing probability and jitter reflect temporal adaptation 

For the slowest tested repetition rate (100 Hz), no substantial change was seen for the probability of 

eliciting an action potential. The progress of probability was approximated with an exponential fit to 

the averaged response function of all recorded units (Figure 15A). Increasing the stimulation rate 

resulted in a gradual decay of firing reliability. Thus, for example, when stimulating with 333 Hz, 

after 30 clicks, the average firing probability was decreased to 60 %. Firing precision, assessed with 

the mean standard deviation for each click, similarly decreased with stimulation progress (Figure 

15B). With rising repetition rates, a gradually faster and more pronounced increase in standard 

deviation was observed. Moreover, the average response latency of action potentials following 

consecutive clicks increased with higher stimulation rates (Figure 15C). Hence, after 60 consecutive 

clicks at the lowest measured stimulation rate (100 Hz), the average relative latency increased by 1.7 

% from 4.46 ms to 4.54 ms. In contrast, at a stimulation rate of 333 Hz, after the same number of 

clicks the average latency of all recorded cells increased by 10.5 % to 4.92 ms.  
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Figure 15: Firing probability and jitter increase for rising stimulation rates. A: Fitted functions on 
averaged firing probability for all tested repetition rates. Progress for first 60 clicks of each 
stimulation frequency shown. For most conditions, a gradual decay is observed, typically reaching 
a plateau phase after a certain number of clicks. B: Averaged standard deviation (SD) functions 
show a typical increase of the SD for successive click responses, likewise reaching a plateau phase. 
For most repetition rates, begin of plateau phase is more depended on the number of responses 
than on time. C: Mean latency of all recorded cells, averaged separately for each successive click. 
Values refer to the individual first spike latency. General progress increases for rising stimulation 
rates. In accordance to the previous analyses, after an initial increase in latency, a plateau phase 
is reached after a certain number of clicks, depending on the stimulation frequency. 
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Decreasing number of spikes indicate adaptation for rising repetition rates 

The changes in firing reliability and accuracy were further reflected by the average number of action 

potentials following each click. LSO cells typically respond to clicks with a single action potential. 

Occasionally, a second spike was detected, commonly appearing in the initial segment of the click 

train. Respectively, the probability for a second action potential decreased during the course of 

stimulation. This characteristic can be indirectly addressed with the average total number of action 

potentials following each click (Figure 16A). The change in the number of observed spikes, but also 

the progress of the measured parameters in figures 16A&C typically reaches a plateau phase after a 

certain number of clicks. Consequently, a relative effect of adaptation can be assessed when 

comparing the initial part of a repetitive stimulation train with a segment from the plateau phase. 

Accordingly, an average number of 1.09 elicited spikes per click for the first 10 clicks of a click train 

of 100 Hz was observed, whereas this number decreased for the last ten clicks of the spike train to 

an average number of 1.02 spikes per click. Following this analysis, the total number of spikes to the 

entire click train serves as an indicator for adaptation. For example with 333 Hz repetition, these 
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Figure 16: Adaptation is indicated by decreasing number of elicited spikes. A: Averaged progress 
for the mean number of elicited spikes per single click. Distinct dependency on stimulation rate is 
observed. Mean numbers for 100 Hz never drop below 1.0, indicating high reliability and frequent 
occurrence of more than one spike per click. B: For better comparability, averaged segments of the 
response are correlated for stimulation rates and averaged action potential numbers. Rising 
repetition frequencies are closely linked to a faster decrease in spike numbers as apparent from 
steeper slopes. Segment size and position dependent on technical limitations. C: Decay functions 
for the chance to elicit more than one action potential per click, averaged separately for each click. 
Plateau phase is encountered faster compared to previous measurements. For repetition rates 
higher than 142 Hz, general chance for multiple APs is almost abolished. 
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numbers change to 0.84 spikes in the first segment and 0.56 in the last (Figure 16B). As apparent 

from this figure, the amount of decay between first and last segment and hence the steepness of the 

conjoints increases for repetition rates from 100 Hz to 500 Hz. This demonstrates an increasing 

impact of adaptation for these stimulation rates, likewise pointing out the averaged number of action 

potentials per click as a supplementary measure for adaptation. 

Besides, the chance to elicit more than one action potential can be interpreted as an indirect measure 

for the degree of adaptation, as the comparison of our data for the different repetition rates and the 

response to single clicks revealed. For the lowest measured stimulation rate of 100 Hz, the chance 

for eliciting a second spike peaks at the beginning of the presented click train with an overall 

probability of 14 % and reaches a plateau phase after 15-25 clicks, the chance thereupon fluctuating 

around 7 % (Figure 16C). With increasing stimulation rates, the initial peak in probability declines, 

the plateau phase is reached earlier, respectively. Correspondingly, the overall chance of eliciting a 

second action potential gradually decreases with higher stimulation rates. In summary, these results 

confirmed or even exceeded our expectations, illustrating the LSO of mice as a highly precise and 

fast relay station within the auditory pathway. Additionally, this defined the frame conditions for 

following comparisons with genetically modified animals and served to set the parameters for 

subsequent binaural adaptation experiments. 

6.1.3 Response characteristics of binaural stimulation 

6.1.3.1 Rising contralateral sound intensity gradually suppresses ipsilateral excitation 

The LSO of various vertebrates has been extensively studied and among others the first nuclei where 

binaural inputs converge. Especially for high frequency acoustic stimuli, this nucleus processes 

interaural level differences (ILDs) and is the first stage in the auditory pathway to contribute to the 

localization of a sound source in the azimuthal plane. The temporal and spatial precision how LSO 

neurons of mice analyze ILDs has not been explored to date. As previously shown, principle cells of 

the LSO receive excitatory information from the ipsilateral ear. Simultaneously, the contralateral ear 

projects auditory signals to the contralateral MNTB, from where inhibitory afferents cross the 

midline and converge on principal LSO neurons. As the contralateral intensity increases, and 

eventually exceeds a certain value, the ipsilateral excitation is gradually suppressed (Figure 17B). As 

a first attempt to characterize and quantify this mechanism, all recorded units were tested for 

ipsilateral excitation with simultaneous contralateral inhibition, in combination with three types of 

acoustic signals: noise bursts, clicks and pure tones. These stimuli were chosen to examine different 

aspects of the temporal and spectral processing. Clicks and noise bursts are broadband signal, 

incorporating many frequencies, whereas pure tones had only one particular frequency. On the other 

hand, clicks are very brief signals and are thus in contrast to both other long types of stimuli. All  
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Figure 17: Contralateral inhibition gradually suppresses ipsilateral excitation. A: Schematic 
recording scenario. Stimulation of ipsilateral ear triggers excitatory inputs, whereas afferents from 
the contralateral side inhibit activity. B: Raster dot plot of typical ILD processing. Ipsilateral pure tone 
intensity at unit’s CF is kept constant at 20 dB above perception threshold. Contralateral intensity is 
increased in steps of 5 dB. Ipsilateral excitation is gradually suppressed by contralateral inhibition. 
The resulting ILD function is approximated using a sigmoidal fit (lower inset). Parameters of fitted 
function are used for ILD quantification. Point of inflection of sigmoidal fit (hollow dot) indicates ILD 
of half maximal inhibition. Spike shape comparison of every response guarantees high quality single 
unit recording with low signal-to-noise ratio (upper inset). Scale bar: 2 ms. Stimulation duration is 
indicated by sine wave. C: Scatter plot for half maximal inhibition ILDs. Comparison for the three 
stimulus types. No significant differences are observed between conditions. Individual ILD values 
are distributed across behaviorally relevant range and beyond. D: Scatter plot for slopes of fitted ILD 
functions. Smaller values reflect steeper slopes. Significance for click ILDs is mainly caused by 
shorter rise-times of the clicks and predominant response with exclusively one spike per click. Lines 
in scatter plots represent mean values. Mann–Whitney test was used to evaluate differences 
between genotypes. *p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.  
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cells were sensitive for ILDs of all three kinds of signals, showing similar half-maximal inhibition 

values (i.e. point of inflection of the sigmoidal fit, Figure 17B, lower inset). Mean ILD values for 

stimulation with pure tones showed half-maximal inhibition at 11.8 ± 1.6 dB. For noise bursts, an 

average ILD of 12.3 ± 1.1 dB was measured, whereas a mean ILD of 13.1 ± 2.2 dB was recorded for 

clicks (Figure 17C). As an estimation for the discriminatory power, the slope of the sigmoidal fit at 

the point of inflection was calculated (McAlpine, 2005). With the applied Boltzmann equation, 

decreasing slope values reflect a steeper slope of the ILD function, resulting in a faster and more 

pronounced contralateral inhibitory effect. It was shown that ILD functions from click sounds reveal 

the steepest slopes (2.2 ± 0.6), followed by noise induced ILD functions (4.9 ± 0.4)(Figure 17D). 

Pure tone ILDs at the unit’s CF showed similar half-maximal ILD values compared to noise (5.5 ± 

0.8). The statistically significant difference between click ILDs and both other stimulus types (nILD, 

n=40, vs. cILD, n=21: Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post-hoc test: p<0.0001; pILD, n=24 vs. cILD, 

n=21: Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post-hoc test: p=0.0005) is predominantly a result of the response 

pattern of LSO cells to these different signals. These cells commonly respond to clicks with only one 

action potential, whereas for noise bursts and pure tones, one to several spikes are elicited. Increasing 

the contralateral intensity often gradually suppressed neuronal firing. Thus, the response to noise and 

pure tones successively decreased from few to no spikes. In case of clicks, there was mostly only one 

spike which was inhibited. This results in a steeper slope of the ILD function. These results give 

evidence that the LSO of mice is of comparable function as in other species (Adam et al., 1999; 

Boudreau and Tsuchitani, 1968; Covey et al., 1991). Moreover, measured ILD values are in 

accordance to what has been shown in animals of similar size and which share corresponding 

environmental conditions.  

6.1.3.2 Minor effect of adaptation is based on postsynaptic mechanisms 

If the auditory system of an animal would be continuously occupied with the processing of perpetual 

environmental signals such as the rustling of trees in the wind, perception of new and subtle sounds 

like the cracking of a branch caused by an approaching predator would be impaired. The possibility 

to adapt to a prevailing stimulus thus helps a sensory system to increase contrast between dispensable 

enduring input and new and noteworthy signals. In this context, the mechanism of adaptation refers 

to a cell’s ability to reduce its response to ongoing stimulation, e.g. with gradually decreasing firing 

rates. The majority of LSO principal cells does not respond throughout the entire duration of 

sustained sounds like pure tones or noise, but show robust onset firing exclusively at the beginning 

of such sounds. Consequently, the cell’s firing pattern does not adapt to ongoing stimulation. On 

repetitive sounds, LSO cells are able to follow high repetition rates, as previously shown with click 

sounds. In order to mimic adaptive behavior, a cell can be recurrently and rapidly stimulated and thus 

repetitively excited. Pilot studies have shown that strong enduring excitation can provoke mild 
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adaptation of the response to consecutive pure tone stimulation in LSO neurons. Following a high 

frequency click train, serving as the adapting stimulus, a test tone at the cell’s CF was presented 

(Figure 18A). To prevent contralateral inhibition and an influence of crosstalk, the test tone was in 

any case presented only ipsilaterally and 20 dB above the unit’s individual response threshold for a 

pure tone at CF. The adapting click train was presented either ipsilaterally or binaurally, i.e. 

ipsilateral excitation was kept constant, contralateral inhibition was toggled. Using this method, we 

tested the influence of both ipsilateral excitation and contralateral inhibition on a cell’s ability to 
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Figure 18: Adaptation of LSO cells for pure tones following repetitive click stimulation. A: Stimulation 
paradigm with exemplary response pattern. Cells are excessively stimulated by a 200 Hz click train. 
Binaural stimulation inhibits most of the neuronal response. Subsequent response to an ipsilateral 
pure tone at the unit’s CF (shaded) is modulated by the preceding click train. Normalized response 
to pure tone is compared. B: Normalization on pure tones without preceding click train serves as 
baseline response. No significant differences are observed for either mon- or binaural adaptation 
conditions, as well as for both tested recovery durations between click train and pure tone. C: 
Difference between mon- and binaural click trains reveals effect of contralateral inhibition on 
subsequent pure tone processing. No significance between recovery durations indicates a minor 
impact of adaptation at the level of the LSO. Bar graphs represent mean ± S.E.M. Kruskal-Wallis 
test with Dunn’s post-hoc test was used to evaluate differences between genotypes. *p < 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.  
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adapt to a stimulus. Additionally, some conclusions regarding the origin of the adaptation can be 

drawn. Adaptation could be caused by either intrinsic mechanisms like the modulation of ion 

channels following strong somatic excitation after ipsilateral stimulation, or could have been 

presynaptically propagated from previous stages of the auditory path. If adaptation would be 

observed following binaural stimulation while the unit did not or only marginally respond to 

preceding repetitive ipsilateral stimulation, this would exclude a mere intrinsic, postsynaptic origin 

and would support the hypothesis of propagated adaptation. However, no significant changes in firing 

rates were observed following either ipsilateral or binaural click trains in comparison with the 

response to a pure tone without preceding click train (Figure 18B). Even if the test tone was presented 

as briefly as 10 ms after the adapting click train no significant decrease in firing was observed. This 

indicates that LSO neurons show no adaptive effect after strong and repetitive ipsilateral excitation. 

Yet, a trend between the responses following either monaural or binaural adaptation can be assumed. 

Individual data points were scattered across a broad range, suggesting heterogenic response 

characteristics of the respective cells. Thus, to examine only the effect of adaptation with respect to 

the synaptic origin, a direct comparison of only the response following click trains revealed a 

significant decrease in firing rates after monaural stimulation (Figure 18C; 10 ms: Kruskal-Wallis 

with Dunn’s post-hoc test: p=0.0002; 50 ms: Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post-hoc test: p=0.0014; 

n=29). Taken together, these findings indicate a negligible effect of adaptation at the level of the 

LSO for natural conditions, where sounds typically reach both ears. However, excessive activation 

of LSO principal cells with only ipsilateral stimulation does effectively suppress the response to a 

consecutive pure tone. Yet, this kind of adaptation only occurs for the artificial condition of 

exclusively monaural stimulation, which will hardly occur in a native context. Nonetheless, the 

results demonstrate an intrinsic and thus postsynaptic origin for this aspect of adaptation.  

6.2 Altered auditory processing in the LSO of FXS mice 

Sensory hyperexcitability is a frequent symptom of FXS patients. Previous studies could already 

show altered neuronal activity in the auditory and other sensory systems (Castrén et al., 2003b; 

Rotschafer and Razak, 2014; Sinclair et al., 2017), with emphasis on the cortical level. One aim of 

the present study was to investigate neuronal responses at an early stage of sensory processing. The 

LSO represents one of the first nuclei in the auditory system. Additionally, it is the first nucleus to 

compute binaural information, integrating excitatory and inhibitory inputs from both ears. Hence, 

this nucleus is the ideal location to study alterations in the balance of excitation and inhibition, 

encompassing the possibility to control excitatory and inhibitory inputs separately in vivo. 
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6.2.1 LSO cells of FXS mice show slightly elevated responses 

Spontaneous activity is a fundamental feature of excitable cells like neurons. As a first approach to 

assess altered neuronal excitability in FXS, the spontaneous firing rates of all recorded LSO units 

were compared between knockout (KO) and wild type (WT) animals. Firing rates between 0 and 65 

Hz were observed, but no significant difference was apparent (Figure 19A). Moreover, about every 

second recorded cell of either genotype did not show spontaneous activity at all. 

As previously shown, most LSO cells respond to white noise, pure tones and click sounds with onset 

firing, comprised of one to several action potentials at stimulus onset, in a wide range regardless of 

the stimulus intensity. The majority of LSO cells of Fmr1 KO animals showed identical response 
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Figure 19: Impact of the Fmr1 knock-out on basic firing properties and monaural sound processing. 
A: Enhanced excitability as a result of the lack of FMRP has no effect on the spontaneous activity 
of LSO neurons. The vast majority of units exhibits no or little firing rates. B: Averaged spike 
response of WT and KO LSO neurons reveals more sustained activity throughout pure tone 
presentation in Fmr1 KO mice. C: Ratio of responsiveness quantifies neuronal response pattern and 
demonstrates a subtle shift in numerous onset neurons of KO animals towards an enhanced activity. 
D: Spike rate dependence on sound pressure level for individual neurons in WT and KO mice, 
showing no change in the number of spikes for WT neurons with rising sound pressure level at CF, 
whereas spike numbers gradually increase for several KO neurons. Response threshold is set to 0 
dB for each individual neuron.  
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properties. However, a considerable number of cells was found, which responded with few or several 

more action potentials and over a longer duration of the stimulation period. Plotting of the summed 

normalized response to a pure tone at CF revealed an increased general activity (Figure 19B). This 

finding is likewise reflected when calculating the previously introduced ratio of responsiveness (RR). 

This ratio helps to quantify the firing pattern beyond the classical categories of onset and sustained 

firing and reveals subtle differences in the neuronal response. A ratio of 1 represents an exclusively 

onset responding cell, whereas a value of 0.5 indicated the occurrence of the same number of spikes 

in the first 10 ms of response compared to the latter 90 ms. In terms of a conventional classification, 

both mentioned firing patterns would have been considered as onset firing. This approach allowed 

for a closer determination of a mildly altered firing behavior. 

As can be seen in Figure 19C, 67% of all recorded WT units displayed an RR of 1 for a pure tone at 

CF, 20 dB above threshold, hence indicating strong onset firing. In KO animals, however, only 43% 

of all cells showed this strong onset firing. Moreover, 32% displayed an RR between 0.5 and 0.9, 

indicating a change towards more sustained firing cells. In WT animals, however, only 17% of all 

cells showed an RR in this range. This finding supports the hypothesis of an increased neuronal 

excitability, reflected in elevated responses. In addition, the vast majority of LSO cells in WT animals 

responded with a constant number of action potentials in an onset manner over a wide range of 

stimulus intensities (Figure 19D). While most cells of KO animals showed a comparable behavior, a 

notable number of cells exhibited rising firing rates with increasing stimulus intensity, pointing 

towards an elevated neuronal activity. According to the findings in WT animals, RR was not 

correlated with the spontaneous activity or CF in Fmr1 KO mice. 

6.2.2 Frequency tuning is broadened in FXS animals 

The bandwidth of a neuron’s frequency tuning at different intensity levels is a consequence of various 

parameters of the animal’s auditory system. Aside from monaural factors, such as lateral inhibition 

at the level of the cochlea, filtering in successive nuclei or the number of converging excitatory 

afferents, also binaural components like contralateral inhibition and feedback mechanisms shape a 

neuron’s tuning curve. In slice recordings, it was shown that cells of KO animals receive an increased 

number of synapses converging onto a single LSO neuron (Garcia-Pino et al., 2017). This could 

indicate that LSO neurons in FXS mice receive inputs from more cochlear nucleus neurons with 

presumably different frequency tuning. As a consequence, frequency tuning should be broader in 

Fmr1 KO compared to WT animals. Figure 20A shows the frequency response area of two 

representative LSO neurons of WT and Fmr1 KO animals. Generally, tuning curves of Fmr1 KO 

LSO neurons were considerably broader when compared to WT neurons. Tuning bandwidth was 

quantified by measuring the Q10 and Q30 value (CF/tuning bandwidth at 10 and 30 dB above 
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threshold, Figure 20B). Pooled data revealed a significant decrease of Q10 and Q30 values in KO 

mice as a measure for a broadening of bandwidth (Figure 20C; Q10: WT = 8.8 ± 1.2, n=20; KO = 

6.2 ± 0.8, n=40; Mann-Whitney: p=0.0129; Q30: WT = 3.7 ± 0.3, n=19; KO = 2.9 ± 0.3, n=37; Mann-

Whitney: p=0.0186). These findings are also in line with the hypothesis of an increased neuronal 

excitability, leading to an impaired frequency discrimination. 

6.2.3 First spike latency and jitter are affected only for particular stimulation 

Altered levels of FMRP have been shown to be related with delayed first spike latencies and a subtle 

increase in jitter on the cortical level (Rotschafer and Razak, 2013b). To answer the question, how 

strong these temporal aspects of signal transduction are affected already at the level of the auditory 

brainstem, latencies and jitter were analyzed. A significant increase in FSL for stimulation with pure 

tones was shown in KO animals (WT: 7.18±0.16 ms, n=70 vs. KO: 7.54±0.18 ms, n=58; p=0.0316) 

(Figure 21A). However, no differences of first spike latency in Fmr1 KO mice were observed for 

clicks (WT: 4.47±0.05 ms, n=40 vs. KO: 4.56±0.06 ms, n=34; p=0.6962) and noise bursts (WT: 

9.18±0.43 ms, n=74 vs. KO: 8.45±0.22 ms, n=60; p=0.0569). The discrepancy of mean values 

between different stimuli is predominantly an effect of the nature of the stimulus and the technical 

realization. Pure tones and noise bursts had longer rise-fall-times in comparison with clicks to reduce 

interferences at the level of the transducers. Consequently, this effects the standard deviation in the 

same manner.  
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Interestingly, response accuracy for click sounds showed to be significantly more precise in KO 

animals compared with the WT littermates (WT: 0.1087±0.007 ms, n=40 vs. KO: 0.1079±0.024 ms, 

n=34; p=0.0331) (Figure 21B). On the other hand, the standard deviation of the FSL as a measure 

for a cell’s firing accuracy remained unchanged for pure tones (WT: 0.41±0.05 ms, n=70 vs. KO: 

0.57±0.09 ms, n=58; p=0.0623) and noise bursts (WT: 1.25±0.16 ms, n=74 vs. KO: 1.30±0.22 ms, 

n=60; p=0.2618). This points towards an even increased temporal precision as a result of a lack of 

FMRP, at least for the processing of single brief signals like clicks. 

6.2.4 Increasing the stimulation rate cause a faster decrease of temporal precision in 
Fmr1 KO animals 

This finding of subtle changes in temporal processing was further investigated with repetitive 

stimulation. A click train was presented ipsilaterally to examine the response properties during 

sustained acoustic excitation. To assess a neuron’s firing acuity throughout cyclic stimulation, the 

vector strength (VS) was calculated according to Goldberg and Brown, 1969. It describes the 

correlation of a neuronal response to a repetitive stimulus. The response to each single repetition is 

summed and averaged, resulting in a VS value between 0 for no correlation to 1 for a perfect match 

of stimulus and response. In the present case of onset neurons with almost exclusively one single 

action potential following each click, VS can thus be interpreted as the variability or jitter of the 

neuronal response. For stimulation with clicks at a repetition rate of 100 Hz, a subtle but not 

significantly higher VS for Fmr1 KO animals was observed (WT: 0.977±0.028, n=38 vs. KO: 

0.984±0.021, n=34; Mann-Whitney: p=0.0962)(Figure 22A). This could confirm the previous 

finding of a smaller FSL jitter in KO animals and could indicate a generally increased acuity 

throughout sustained excitation. To additionally assess the question of temporal resolvability, VS 

was calculated for higher repetition rates of the presented clicks. Larger, but also insignificant VS 

Figure 21: Effect of a lack of FMRP on 
temporal processing of acoustic 
signals. A: First spike latency (FSL) of 
the response to pure tones at CF is 
slightly increased in Fmr1 KO animals. 
Processing of clicks and noise bursts is 
not affected. B: Significantly reduced 
standard deviation for the FSL of clicks 
shows an increased precision and 
smaller temporal jitter for KO mice. 
Pure tone and noise response remains 
comparable for both genotypes. Bar 
graphs represent mean ± S.E.M. 
Mann–Whitney test was used to 
evaluate differences between 
genotypes. *p<0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.  
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values in KO animals were calculated for repetition rates of 142 Hz and 166 Hz (142 Hz: WT: 

0.977±0.033, n=38 vs. KO: 0.983±0.020, n=34; Mann-Whitney: p=0.2430; 166 Hz: WT: 

0.975±0.036, n=38 vs. KO: 0.980±0.021, n=34; Mann-Whitney: p=0.3292), likewise suggesting 

smaller general jitter in KO animals. Conversely, for all higher repetition rates tested, a trend to larger 

VS values for WT units was observed. These observations could suggest that neurons of Fmr1 KO 

animals respond generally more precise when stimulated with single or slowly iterated clicks. 

However, using VS as a measure for a unit’s precision is only suitable for neurons with sustained or 

strict onset firing pattern (i.e. exclusively one spike per stimulation). If a cell responds with more 

than one spike, VS decreases significantly (see methods). As previously shown, LSO neurons 

occasionally elicit two or more action potentials. In case of FXS, sensory hyperexcitability could be 

a result of increased firing. Yet, the general probability to elicit more than one spike after a single 
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Figure 22: A: Temporal processing of repetitive stimulation is traditionally quantified by calculation 
of vector strength. This conventional approach shows to be biased for the response to clicks of 
onset firing neurons, likewise giving insignificant results. B: Biased results of vector strength 
calculation are attributed to the increased chance of multiple spiking. Probability for more than one 
action potential following click stimulation is substantially increased for WT animals. C: Analysis of 
single click responses reveals a reduced standard deviation for the slowest bested repetition rate of 
100 Hz in Fmr1 KO animals. A gradual increase of jitter is observed for rising stimulation frequencies 
in comparison to WT littermates. This indicates an altered temporal processing in KO mice, including 
impairments in the computation of rapid stimulation. D: General reliability to respond on repetitive 
click stimulation is not affected by a lack of FMRP at the level of the LSO. Bar graphs depict mean 
± S.E.M. and *p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.  
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click was reduced in FXS KO animals (WT: 0.120±0.049 vs. KO: 0.052±0.021). For repetitive clicks, 

analysis of the spike numbers following each click at different stimulation frequencies revealed the 

same correlation. The probability for the release of more than one spike was more than twice as high 

in WT mice at slow repetition rates (100 Hz: WT: 0.0756±0.0260 vs. KO: 0.0335±0.0147; Mann-

Whitney: p=0.0102)(Figure 22B). This observation persists also for higher repetition rates, as a 

significant difference was analyzed for the three slowest stimulation frequencies. As previously 

described (see methods), more second spikes explain a lower VS in WT animals for slow repetition 

rates. On the other hand, if VS and thus temporal precision of WT animals was effectively higher in 

WT animals, this would be inconsistent with the smaller jitter of FSLs for clicks in KO animals. To 

resolve this dilemma, the standard deviation of each response to every single click was calculated 

and averaged (Figure 22C). For the slowest tested repetition rate of 100 Hz, a significantly smaller 

standard deviation was shown across the entire stimulation period (WT: 0.103±0.0016 ms vs. KO: 

0.098±0.0021 ms; p=0.0168). This finding is in line with the results for single clicks. For 142 Hz, no 

difference was apparent, whereas for faster stimulation rates a gradual increase of the SD in KO 

animals was demonstrated. Only for the highest measured stimulation frequency of 1000 Hz, no 

apparent difference was detected. Yet, as LSO cells commonly are not able to follow such high 

repetition rates, the standard deviation for 1000 Hz is of minor relevance and reflects a firing at 

chance. This implies that LSO neurons of Fmr1 KO animals respond with higher temporal precision 

on single or slowly repeating clicks, but lose this accuracy with increasing stimulation rate. 

A higher excitability, in combination with synaptic inputs from more cells in Fmr1 KO animals, 

gives reason for two different assumptions. Increased firing probability could lead to an enhanced 

reliability, since thresholds can be reached earlier. In contrast, conflicting synaptic inputs due to a 

fragmentary refinement could result in a less faithful transmission of neuronal signals. Yet, 

calculation of the mean total reliability, i.e. the averaged reliability of every single click to elicit an 

action potential revealed no differences between WT and Fmr1 KO animals at any of the tested click 

repetition rates (Figure 22D). This finding demonstrates that FMRP has no influence on firing 

reliability. Moreover, the shapes of the response functions of elicited number of spikes and the mean 

latency throughout presentation of click trains with different repetition rates likewise showed no 

differences between genotypes. Hence, these aspects of temporal processing seemed to be unaffected 

from the knock-out of Fmr1.  

6.2.5 ILD processing of pure tones is shifted in KO animals 

LSO neurons encode interaural level differences (ILDs) by integrating excitatory ipsilateral and 

inhibitory contralateral inputs. The imbalance of these inputs in FXS mice, as observed in vitro 

(Garcia-Pino et al., 2017), suggests that ILD sensitivity is affected by the loss of FMRP. For both 

Fmr1 WT and KO mice, LSO neurons responded maximally when the contralateral stimulus 
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intensity was minimal. Increasing the contralateral intensity gradually inhibited ipsilateral excitation, 

eventually leading to a total block of firing. This characteristic was observed in animals of either 

genotype for all three tested acoustic stimuli. However, in agreement with the imbalance of excitation 

and inhibition in Fmr1 KO mice, these neurons required louder contralateral sound intensities to 

reduce spiking activity. To quantify ILD sensitivity of Fmr1 WT and KO neurons, a Boltzmann 

function was fitted to the ILD response function and the point of half-maximal inhibition, i.e. the 

point of inflection of the sigmoidal fit was calculated (Figure 23A). On average, contralateral pure 

tones had to be 6.2 dB louder in KO animals to obtain half-maximal inhibition, compared with their 

WT littermates (WT: -9.7±1.15 dB, n=24 vs. KO: -3.5±2.39 dB, n=16; Unpaired t test with Welch's 

correction: p=0.0295)(Figure 23B). Interestingly, no difference between genotypes were observed 

for ILD functions from stimulation with either clicks or noise bursts (clicks: WT: -9.6±2.51 dB, n=15 

vs. KO: -8.4±2.11 dB, n=12; Mann-Whitey: p=0.5101; noise bursts: WT: -9.1±1.01 dB, n=54 vs. 

KO: -10.6±1.13 dB, n=42; Mann-Whitey: p=0.2975). For the calculation of these differences in ILD 

values, we took only biologically relevant ILD values into account. Here, ILD values of larger than 

± 20 dB were considered as being out of the behaviorally and physiologically relevant range and 

were dismissed. A comparison of both calculations, all recorded cells against units showing only 

ILDs of the respective range, however produced congruent findings. ILD values for pure tones of all 

recorded cells, i.e. including ILD values larger than ± 20 dB, were significantly smaller in FXS KO 

animals (WT: -11.8±1.60 dB, n=27 vs. KO: -2.8±3.51 dB, n=24; Unpaired t test with Welch's 

correction: p=0.0258). Interestingly, ILDs of both noise and click stimuli did not show statistically 
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Figure 23: Altered ILD processing in FXS KO animals. A: Illustration of a fitted ILD function. Points 
of half-maximal inhibition (hollow dot) quantify the balance of inhibition and excitation. Slopes of 
function at this point are used to assess efficacy of inhibition. B: Half-maximal inhibition as a result 
of increasing contralateral pure tone stimulation intensity is shifted in favor of ipsilateral excitation in 
Fmr1 KO mice. This indicates an altered balance of inhibition and excitation for the processing of 
binaural pure tone stimuli. Click and noise ILDs are not affected by the loss of FMRP. This is 
attributed to a decreased impact of lateral inhibition for these broadband acoustic stimuli. C: Fitted 
pure tone ILD functions show a flattened slope, emphasizing a shift in the balance of inhibition and 
excitation in favor of an enhanced excitability. Unaltered decay functions for click and noise stimuli 
are likewise suspected to base upon difference in spectral content and thus a reduced lateral 
inhibition. Bar graphs represent mean ± S.E.M. Mann–Whitney test was used to evaluate differences 
between genotypes. *p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
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significant differences (clicks: WT: -13.1±2.20 dB, n=21 vs. KO: -18.5±2.29 dB, n=25; Mann-

Whitey: p=0.0854; noise bursts: WT: -12.3±1.11 dB, n=68 vs. KO: -13.5±1.33 dB, n=57; Unpaired 

t test: p=0.4902). 

To quantify the decline in firing with increasing contralateral sound stimulation, the slope of the 

fitted function was calculated. The Boltzmann slope factor describes the steepness of the curve, such 

that larger values correspond to a less steep curve. The slope of WT animals was significantly steeper 

when stimulating with pure tones, illustrating a faster decline of firing compared to KO animals (WT: 

5.2±0.77, n=22 vs. KO: 7.7±1.19, n=16; Mann-Whitey: p=0.0345)(Figure 23C). In line with the 

similar ILD values for clicks and noise bursts, slopes of ILD functions likewise did not differ between 

genotypes for these two acoustic stimuli (clicks: WT: 2.8±0.73, n=15 vs. KO: 4.2±0.58, n=12; Mann-

Whitey: p=0.0539; noise bursts: WT: 4.2±0.30, n=23 vs. KO: 5.3±0.43, n=29; Mann-Whitey: 

p=0.1670).  

6.2.6 A loss of FMRP does not change the response following excessive stimulation 

One aim of this study was to test for an effect of the loss of FMRP on the ability to adapt to a stimulus 

already at the level of the auditory brainstem, as adaptation and habituation were reported to be 

reduced in FXS (Miller et al., 1999b; Castrén et al., 2003b; He et al., 2017). Additionally, FMRP 

was shown to interact with the potassium channels Slack and BK, which contribute to fast 

repolarization of the membrane and short-term plasticity (Brown et al., 2010; Deng et al., 2013). A 

lack of FMRP was thus suspected to affect the precise processing of high frequency stimulation and 

the ability to adapt to such stimulation. We previously demonstrated a negligible effect of adaptation 

at the level of the LSO in native conditions, i.e. when acoustic signals reach both ears. However, an 

effect can be measured for an artificial condition. We applied a binaural adaptation paradigm, where 

the response to a pure tone following a click train at high stimulation rate was recorded. This click 

train was presented either mon- or binaurally. On the one hand, it was possible to induce a measurable 

effect of adaptation with this paradigm and compare it between genotypes. On the other hand we 

could also test for the impact of intrinsic cellular mechanisms on adaptation, i.e. how much the 

activation of the cell itself is responsible for this effect of adaptation. In the monaural condition, the 

click train caused the cell to excessively fire throughout the entire stimulation period. Yet, this 

represents an artificial situation for the auditory system, as acoustic signals commonly reach both 

ears. In the binaural condition, the contralateral intensity of the click train was set to a value, which 

almost entirely suppressed the ipsilateral excitation (Figure 24A). In this condition, the cell thus still 

received strong excitatory inputs; however, contralateral inhibition prevented the cell from firing. 

Any observable effect of adaptation in this condition would thus be not a result of somatic activation 

of the cell itself, but of presynaptic origin. A comparison of the normalized response to the test pure 

tone showed a significant decrease of the response strength between mon- and binaural conditions 
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for both genotypes (Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post-hoc test: WT: 10 ms mon- vs. binaural: 

p=0.0002; 50 ms: p=0.0014; n=29. KO: 10 ms mon- vs. binaural: p<0.0001; 50 ms: p=0.0127; 

n=33)(Figure 24B). This demonstrates an effect of adaptation following strong somatic activation. 

This is supported by a gradual, yet not statistically significant recovery of the response strength 

between short (10 ms) and long (50 ms) recovery time. However, no differences between WT and 

Fmr1 KO animals were observed for any of the tested conditions. Consequently, the hypothesis of 

an impact of the loss of FMRP on the ability to adapt to high frequency stimulation has to be rejected. 

Additionally, the conclusion can be drawn that this adaptation is a result from the strong somatic 

activation, i.e. it occurs after excessive firing of the cell itself. This demonstrates that intrinsic 

mechanisms, e.g. ion channel kinetics account for this effect of adaptation. However, no differences 

between genotypes were found. Thus, lack of FMRP does not significantly affect these intrinsic 

mechanisms and the hypothesis of altered channel kinetics likewise has to be rejected. Together, 

these results are in contrast to what has been reported from higher stages of the auditory path, a 
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Figure 24: Adaptation is not affected in Fmr1 KO mice. A: 
Stimulation paradigm with exemplary response pattern. Cells 
are excessively stimulated by a 200 Hz click train. Binaural 
stimulation inhibits most of the neuronal response. 
Subsequent response to an ipsilateral pure tone at the unit’s 
CF (shaded) is modulated by the preceding click train. 
Normalized response to pure tone is compared. B: Response 
to a pure tone after click train is similarly reduced in both 
genotypes after excessive somatic activity from only 
ipsilateral stimulation. Further, it indicates that this aspect of 
adaptation emerges from intrinsic properties of the LSO cell 
itself, as adaptation is pronounced after strong firing. No 
differences between WT and Fmr1 KO animals for each 
condition demonstrate that adaptation and channel kinetics 
at LSO cells are not affected by a lack of FMRP. Bar graphs 
represent mean ± S.E.M. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s 
post-hoc test was used to evaluate differences between 
genotypes. *p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.  
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primary incentive for this study. Thus, it may be assumed that impairments of adaptation in FXS are 

not based at low levels of sensory processing, but occur at subsequent centers. 
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7 Discussion 

In this study, we aimed to elucidate the origins for altered processing of sensory information in the 

central nervous system in case of the fragile X syndrome (Castrén et al., 2003b; Knoth and Lippe, 

2012; Ethridge et al., 2016; Sinclair et al., 2017). We used the LSO of Fmr1 KO mice as a model 

circuit to investigate the fundamental changes in sensory processing at an early neuronal stage of the 

auditory pathway. Here we could show a number of alterations in the processing of neuronal signals 

already at the level of the auditory brainstem. However, some other aspects of sensory processing in 

the central nervous system, which were reported to be changed in FXS, did not show differences at 

this early stage of the auditory path in WT and Fmr1 KO animals. 

As expected, the LSO of mice showed the same functionality as in other species and processed 

differences in sound level between both ears. However, the observed firing pattern was in contrast to 

other animals, as most cells exhibited an exclusive onset response. The comparison of WT and Fmr1 

KO mice revealed subtle differences regarding these measurements. Cells of KO animals tended to 

show a mildly enhanced response upon acoustic stimulation. Tonotopic distribution of the neurons 

characteristic frequencies was less pronounced as expected, albeit featuring the predicted spatial 

distribution with no differences between genotypes. The responsive spectrum of frequencies was 

found within the hearing range of mice, however limited to only about four octaves. In Fmr1 KO 

animals, the spectral resolution in terms of tuning bandwidth was broadened, suggesting an enhanced 

excitatory trafficking and a reduced tonotopic refinement. Temporal processing, especially with 

focus on accuracy and reliability generally showed to be of high fidelity. For most tested conditions, 

no significant differences for these parameters were observed between WT and KO mice. In close 

relation to the temporal processing, LSO cells commonly showed no or only negligible effects of 

adaptation. The reported differences for both genetic backgrounds could thus only be verified for 

repetitive click trains with rising stimulation frequencies. Interestingly, a contradictory effect was 

recorded for the jitter of low repetition rates or single clicks. All tested cells showed clear sensitivity 

upon ILDs, regardless of the stimulus type. Here, neurons of Fmr1 KO mice showed a significant 

shift in half-maximal inhibition and slopes of the ILD function, supporting the idea of an enhanced 

excitability and a shift in the balance of inhibition and excitation. 

7.1 General firing patterns of mouse LSO cells show differences to other 
mammals 

Most recorded LSO neurons responded reliably to ipsilateral stimulation with pure tones at the unit’s 

characteristic frequency (CF). Stimulation with other sound signals such as white noise or clicks 

likewise evoked a robust neuronal response. A gradually increased contralateral stimulation, 
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however, suppressed the neuronal activity, regardless if this was spontaneous firing or evoked 

response. Generally, this is in accordance to what is known from other mammals (Boudreau and 

Tsuchitani, 1968; Harnischfeger et al., 1985; Sanes and Rubel, 1988; Tsuchitani, 1988).  

The strong onset firing, especially for pure tones, corresponds to the only existing study in mice, 

where similar characteristics are shown (Karcz et al., 2011). However, the response pattern differed 

markedly in comparison to other species to date. In cats, guinea pigs, bats and gerbils, stimulation of 

either one or both ears with pure tones at the units preferred frequency likewise resulted in a strong 

onset response, but was followed by a plateau of sustained activity throughout the entire stimulation 

period (Guinan et al., 1972; Caird and Klinke, 1983; Covey et al., 1991; Pedemonte et al., 1994; 

Spitzer and Semple, 1995). Similarly, but with more emphasize on the temporal domain of the 

stimulus, LSO units in rats and chinchillas exhibited a more phase-locked, chopper-like response to 

pure tone stimulation at CF (Finlayson and Caspary, 1991; Adam et al., 1999). This type of response 

is commonly referred to as primary-like, as it corresponds to the firing pattern of auditory nerve 

fibers (ANFs) or hair cells, respectively (Westerman and Smith, 1984). To date, only few ANF 

studies in mice give insight into the firing pattern in vivo. The reported response properties of mouse 

ANFs are closely related to what has been published from cats and gerbils, i.e. strong onset firing 

with decreasing sustained activity throughout the entire stimulation period (Taberner and Liberman, 

2005; Buran et al., 2010). Consequently, the observed firing pattern in LSO cells is presumably a 

result of signal transformation in the cochlear nucleus or LSO neurons itself. 

7.2 Characteristic frequencies are spatially organized with spectral 
limitations 

7.2.1 Distribution of CFs covers only a part of the perceptible frequencies 

Measured CFs of LSO neurons ranged from 3.4 to 40 kHz. This spectrum covers only a part of the 

reported hearing range of mice, typically spanning around 2 – 90 kHz (Heffner and Heffner, 2007). 

Moreover, the dispersion across the measured spectrum appeared to be normally distributed. When 

plotted as a histogram, the numbers of recorded cells showed a Gaussian curve. This distribution 

could reflect the essential hearing range, covering most frequencies used for communication. This 

would be a relevant explanation, if ILD detection was primarily used for localizing mating partners 

or offspring. However, earlier studies reported mating vocalizations to cover frequencies from 30 to 

110 kHz (Sewell, 1972; Holy and Guo, 2005) and pup isolation calls from 50 kHz to 80 kHz (Haack 

et al., 1983; Hofer et al., 2002), consequently disregarding this interpretation. A plausible explanation 

for the finding of a Gaussian distribution might be for technical reasons. Recording sessions typically 

started at the most promising location for successful recording, i.e. in the center of the nucleus, 

approximated from averaged previous recording coordinates. LSO neurons tend to be tonotopically 
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distributed, with the edges of the CF spectrum located at the periphery of the nucleus. Accordingly, 

neurons with CF of the central spectrum were encountered with a higher statistical probability.  

However, the proportionate overrepresentation of frequencies around 15-25 kHz is in agreement to 

audiograms (Ehret, 1974) and neurophysiological recordings in the auditory nerve (Taberner and 

Liberman, 2005), the cochlear nucleus (Ehret and Moffat, 1984), the inferior colliculus (Stiebler and 

Ehret, 1985) and the auditory cortex (Stiebler et al., 1997) of mice, where a peak in sensitivity is 

shown for this frequency range. Despite overlapping only partially with the communication 

spectrum, this frequency band seems to be of major behavioral relevance. 

7.2.2 Tonotopic arrangement is less pronounced in comparison to other mammals 

It is commonly approved for almost all areas of the auditory path that neurons are spatially arranged 

according to their CF (Pickles, 2008). Likewise in case of the LSO, a tonotopic distribution has been 

shown for various mammalian species (Tsuchitani and Boudreau, 1966; Müller, 1990; Covey et al., 

1991; Friauf, 1992). However, this was not demonstrated for mice to date. In the present study, we 

investigated the neuronal response of LSO cells and recorded their CF and their position within the 

nucleus. Here, a tendency towards a distribution in correlation to the units CFs is observable. 

Calculation of a linear regression showed persuasive r² values in the mediolateral and rostrocaudal 

dimension. However, no correlation was found in the dorsoventral extent. Thus, cells with a 

comparably low CF tended to be located in the lateral and caudal division of the LSO, whereas higher 

frequencies were more often represented in the medial and rostral parts. At least for the mediolateral 

dimension, this is in line with what has been shown in other species. However, spatial segregation of 

CFs showed to be less pronounced compared to other species, e.g. several high frequency neurons 

were also found in the lateral division of the LSO. Generally, CFs seemed to be more intermingled 

compared to what is known from other animals (Sanes et al., 1990; Covey et al., 1991; Tabor et al., 

2012). 

7.3 A differential examination of the temporal fidelity of neuronal responses 

The precise timing of action potentials is an essential feature of neurons in the auditory brainstem. 

Not only relative and absolute timing differences, also the precision of both, initial spikes and the 

progress of successive action potentials are critical parameters for the faithful conduction of auditory 

signals. As a first attempt, the variability in timing of the first spikes upon each type of stimulus was 

analyzed.  
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7.3.1 Small jitter portraits a temporally precise nucleus with promoted click 
processing in FXS 

The observed values of jitter are intriguingly small, but in a comparable range of what has been 

shown from brainstem nuclei like CN or MNTB, which project to the LSO (e.g. Kopp-Scheinpflug 

et al., 2003; Lorteije et al., 2009). In comparison with Fmr1 KO animals, however, no differences in 

jitter of the FSL were observed for noise or pure tone stimuli. Intriguingly, jitter for stimulation with 

clicks showed to be significantly smaller in cells of KO mice. This correlation might be attributed to 

the particular rise times of the stimuli. An enhanced excitatory response as a result from more 

synaptic inputs could thus contribute to a more precise transduction of the neuronal signal in case of 

an abrupt signal onset, whereas for more slowly increasing stimulus intensities this effect is 

abolished. With either brain slice recordings and antibody labeling, stronger excitatory inputs were 

shown for the LSO of Fmr1 KO mice (Garcia-Pino et al., 2017). This would be in line with studies, 

where temporal jitter was shown to be most precise in neurons that receive a large number of 

convergent inputs within a short temporal integration window, e.g. for the presentation of clicks 

(Rhode and Smith, 1986; Oertel et al., 2000; Typlt et al., 2012).  

7.3.2 Repetitive click stimulation reveals recessive temporal accuracy for increasing 
activation in Fmr1 KO animals 

For a closer examination of the firing behavior, especially within the scope of it’s progress during 

fast repetitive stimulation, the jitter of responses on monaural click trains was analyzed. At the 

slowest tested repetition rate of 100 Hz, cells of KO animals showed to respond with a significantly 

lower jitter. This corresponds to the comparison of the jitter of FSLs. It likewise emphasizes the 

augmenting impact of a lack of FMRP on the temporally precise transduction of abrupt acoustic 

signals at low repetition rates and is in line with in vitro recordings (Garcia-Pino et al., 2017). Here, 

smaller latencies of EPSCs were shown for developing KO animals and could indicate a higher 

precision of temporal transduction of action potentials. However, for the second lowest repetition 

rate of 142 Hz, no difference were detected anymore. Moreover, for all higher tested relevant 

stimulation frequencies, the gradual increase of the mean standard deviation across repetition rates 

showed to be notably pronounced for Fmr1 KO animals, i.e. averaged jitter grew faster for this 

genotype. The initially beneficial effect of a loss of FMRP on the accuracy therefore turns into a 

worsening with rising stimulation frequency. This phenomenon cannot be exclusively explained with 

enhanced excitability, as previously discussed for the jitter of the FSL.  

On the one hand, the deteriorated temporal processing can be interpreted as a reduction of the 

synchronicity of inputs. FXS mice were shown to have longer and thinner dendritic spines (Comery 

et al., 1997; Bagni and Greenough, 2005b; Antar et al., 2006). Moreover, spine density was greater 
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in Fmr1 KO mice, which may reflect impaired developmental organization of synapse consolidation. 

In this context, developmental refinement of neural circuits was shown to be affected by a loss of 

FMRP (Wang et al., 2010; Wondolowski and Dickman, 2013). Activity-dependent synapse 

formation can thus be impaired in absence of this protein. In the auditory system (Rubel and Fay, 

2012) and the LSO in particular (Kandler et al., 2009), a developmental reduction of synaptic inputs 

and surplus afferents was shown. If this refinement was impaired in FXS also at LSO principal cells, 

this could lead to a reduced synchronicity of inputs and thus a larger jitter. However, such refinement 

was shown in most cases for inhibitory projections, the development of excitatory inputs remains 

speculative. 

On the other hand, several ion channel complexes were shown to interact with FMRP. A lack of 

FMRP was associated with a reduced activity of the sodium-activated potassium channel Slack 

(Brown et al., 2010) and a decreased activation of the calcium activated potassium channel BK (Deng 

et al., 2013). Present in cells of the mouse LSO (Sausbier et al., 2006; Rizzi et al., 2016), both 

channels contribute to the fast repolarization of the membrane and thus to the temporally precise 

processing of high frequency stimulation. This can explain the higher jitter on Fmr1 KO mice for the 

high stimulation rates. Additionally, it is not contradictory to the smaller jitter for click FSLs or the 

100 Hz repetition rate, as fast repolarization is only crucial for high frequency stimulation.  

7.3.3 Elevated responses of Fmr1 KO animals are contrasted by fewer multiple 
spikes 

The recorded number of elicited spikes per click similarly appeared to be closely related to the 

stimulation rate. Mean spike numbers for the slowest repetition rate tended to fluctuate around or 

above 1, indicating that a considerable number of cells still responded with more than one spike per 

click. In general, many LSO cells elicit more than one action potential following the first click. For 

subsequent clicks, however, the chance for more than one spike and the total number of action 

potentials remarkably diminishes with rising repetition rates. Related to the progress of mean spike 

numbers of the 100 Hz condition, this finding suggests that this repetition rate is slow enough for the 

majority of cells to fully recover. All other, faster stimulation rates already show a drop below 1 in 

the course of stimulation. It can thus be assumed that neuronal transmission at the level of the LSO 

is almost completely restored to resting state after as little as 10 ms.  

Related to FXS, however, the probability to elicit more than one action potential following a click 

was suspected to be augmented, as LSO cells of Fmr1 KO mice generally tended to respond with 

more spikes. Surprisingly, this probability showed to be significantly reduced in Fmr1 KO mice. The 

chance to respond with more than one action potential was less than 50 % for most tested repetition 

rates, compared to their WT littermates, even though they have the same overall reliability to respond 
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to clicks. This shows that a lack of FMRP does not affect the general probability to respond to 

successive clicks, but the chance for more than one spike is reduced. The underlying mechanism for 

this discrepancy can again be found in the activating effect of FMRP on potassium channels. A 

reduced activity of BK channels in Fmr1 KO mice was associated with a reduced influx of potassium 

and thus a prolonged action potential duration (Deng et al., 2013). This can lead to fewer multiple 

spiking. Yet, these mechanisms were only shown for hippocampal and cortical neurons. A similar 

impact on auditory brainstem neurons remains speculative. 

Generally, LSO cells of mice showed to process neuronal signals with high temporal fidelity, both 

for the ability to respond to high stimulation rates as well as for exact timing with small jitter. This 

is consistent with data from slice recordings, where strong synaptic reliability due to increased 

quantal content and faster vesicle replenishment in auditory brainstem nuclei including the LSO was 

shown in comparison to other brain areas (Krächan et al., 2017).  

7.4 Frequency tuning is broadened in FXS mice 

In the auditory system of mammals, single neurons are commonly tuned to a certain frequency range, 

i.e. they are only responsive to a limited bandwidth (Fay, 2012). This restriction is mainly a result of 

the physical properties of the basilar membrane and its mechanism of translating pressure changes 

into neuronal signals. Additionally, lateral inhibition of adjacent hair cells and their neuronal 

correlates in subsequent auditory nuclei further sharpens this frequency tuning (Eatock and Fay, 

2006; Fukui et al., 2010). Moreover, frequency tuning of cochlear projections is refined during 

development (Saunders et al., 1980; Brugge et al., 1981; Kandler et al., 2009). Neurons in the 

auditory system of young animals show responses to a broad range of frequencies, which narrow 

during development. The bandwidth of this tuning can be described and quantified using the Q value 

of measured tuning curves, or frequency response areas, respectively. Here we could show a 

significant broadening of the frequency tuning of principal cells in the LSO of FXS mice, represented 

in smaller Q values. This observation can be interpreted using two different approaches. 

7.4.1 Balance of excitation and inhibition could be disturbed 

Amongst others, the tuning bandwidth of an auditory neuron is a result of excitatory and inhibitory 

inputs. Here, especially lateral inhibition and inhibitory feedforward and feedback loops shape a 

neurons response to stimulation with pure tones already at the level of the cochlea (Nobili et al., 

1998). Likewise, a similar form of enhancement was proven to occur at higher stages of the auditory 

system. Cells of auditory nuclei project inhibitory connections to tonotopically proximate cells of the 

same, but also of downstream nuclei (Suga et al., 1997; Hall, 1999; LeBeau et al., 2001; Wu et al., 
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2008). This comparable mechanism further increases the spectral contrast and is based on the 

interplay of excitatory and inhibitory inputs. 

This balance of excitation and inhibition seems to be altered in FXS mice. Cortical neurons of FXS 

mice showed weakened inhibitory interneuron activity and more excitable pyramidal neurons 

(Gibson et al., 2008; Hays et al., 2011; Paluszkiewicz et al., 2011). Somatosensory neurons of Fmr1 

KO mice are also hyperexcitable, as characterized by longer, less synchronous UP states (Gibson et 

al., 2008; Hays et al., 2011). Additional evidence for an imbalance of GABAergic and glutamatergic 

signaling was found in KO mice. mRNAs of GABA-receptor subunits are downregulated in the 

brainstem of FXS mice (El Idrissi et al., 2005), while immunolabeled area of excitatory inputs of 

LSO neurons with glutamate transporter proteins is elevated (Garcia-Pino et al., 2017). In vitro 

recordings of this study also showed larger evoked maximal EPSC amplitudes and a higher 

spontaneous release of excitatory transmitter in Fmr1 KO mice. These finding, together with data 

from the present study about a shift in the ILD processing point toward an altered balance of 

inhibition and excitation in the processing of acoustic signals. This would be especially relevant in 

edge cases, i.e. at perception thresholds of frequency or intensity, where excitation and inhibition are 

just in balance. As a tuning curve simply represents the borderline between no or suppressed and 

effective excitation, this excessive excitability could consequently lead to a broadening of a neurons 

tuning curve. 

7.4.2 Impaired tonotopic refinement during ontogeny could reduce spectral 
resolution 

In the fetal and postnatal development of neural circuits, neuronal projections undergo several 

alterations. Early in ontogeny, axonal proceedings spread in the direction of their target nuclei, 

eventually connecting numerous cells within this nucleus (Ehret and Romand, 1997; Rubel and 

Fritzsch, 2002). Important connections are strengthened, whereas misguided projections degenerate. 

Amongst others, this process is regulated by neuronal activity (Bi and Poo, 2001; Hebb, 2002; Butts 

et al., 2007). Considering an increased excitability by a lack of FMRP already in the course of 

neuronal development and synaptic consolidation, an enhanced excitatory activity could thus lead to 

an inordinate strengthening of correctly wired connections. More importantly, initially misguided 

projections would not degenerate completely or less effectively. In case of auditory connectivity, this 

could have an impact on the development of the tonotopic refinement. Amongst others, frequency 

tuning is a result of synaptic refinement in the development of auditory circuits (Kandler and Friauf, 

1993; Gabriele et al., 2000; Kandler et al., 2009). An enhanced excitatory drive could thus lead to an 

impaired developmental frequency tuning, finally resulting in broadened tuning curves. In case of 

the LSO, however, an experience-dependent refinement has only been shown for inhibitory 

projections from the MNTB (Sanes and Siverls, 1991; Sanes and Takács, 1993). Much less is known 
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about the refinement of excitatory projections from the CN to the LSO. Yet, anatomical and 

physiological studies suggest that inhibitory and excitatory connections to the LSO develop 

simultaneously (Sanes and Rubel, 1988; Kandler and Friauf, 1993; Sanes, 1993; Kandler and Friauf, 

1995). Developmental elimination of synapses occur in the CN of chicks (Lu and Trussell, 2007) and 

a narrowing of tonotopic maps was shown in the CN of cats (Leake et al., 2002). As frequency 

responses were measured with exclusively monaural stimulation, larger tuning bandwidths could 

thus already be broadened at the CN and propagated to the LSO. However, this theory is speculative 

and is not provable with our data. 

7.4.3 Tuning bandwidths of other auditory nuclei show contradictory Q values 

Two recent studies similarly reported changes in the tuning bandwidth in Fmr1 KO mice of neurons 

at higher stages of the auditory pathway. Recordings from cells of the inferior colliculus (IC), the 

primary relay station and integrative plexus of the auditory midbrain, and the auditory cortex (AC), 

the final brain area of the auditory pathway, show comparable but also controversial findings 

(Rotschafer and Razak, 2013b; Mott and Wei, 2014).  

Table 1: Comparison of Q values with neurons of higher stages in the auditory path. 

 LSO IC AC 

 Q10 Q30 Q10 Q30 Q10 Q30 

WT 8.8 3.7 2.9 1.6 4.4 1.5 

KO 6.2 2.9 2.1 1.2 3.3 1.2 

WT/KO 1.42 1.28 1.38 1.39 1.33 1.21 

 

All three studies describe a similar relationship of Q values in WT and Fmr1 KO mice. At all levels, 

frequency tuning was broadened in KO animals. The ratio of the observed differences likewise is of 

comparable range. Interestingly, no linear relationship of refinement can be observed. Our suggestion 

proposed a gradual decrease of tuning bandwidth along the auditory path as a result of successive 

filtering. In fact, LSO cells showed the narrowest tuning curves, as reflected in the largest Q values. 

At the level of the IC, frequency tuning broadened to its largest extent, whereas in neurons of the AC 

intermediate bandwidths of tuning curves are reported. Yet, IC recordings were performed with 

electrode arrays and multi-unit responses were recorded. Single unit recordings from IC neurons in 

mice showed a number of different cell types with large variations in tuning bandwidth, with Q10 

values ranging from 2-13 and Q30 values from 1-6 (Xu and Jen, 2001; Jen and Xu, 2002; Yan et al., 

2005). Consequently, a direct comparison of the tuning bandwidth in the ascending auditory centers 
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of FXS mice as stated in table 1 is not suitable and does not allow for the conclusion of a gradual 

decrease of tuning bandwidths. 

7.5 A lack of FMRP causes a shift in the processing of interaural level 
differences 

The LSO of mice is an attractive circuit model to study the balance of excitation and inhibition. The 

processing of sound level differences between both ears is a result of the interplay between excitatory 

ipsilateral inputs and inhibitory contralateral projections. To date, mice are the preferred species to 

induce genetic disorders such as FXS. A number of symptoms of this disorder like hypersensitivity 

to acoustic stimuli and audiogenic seizures are supposed to result from an imbalance between 

excitation and inhibition (Consorthium et al., 1994; Ethridge et al., 2017; Sinclair et al., 2017). Thus, 

the LSO of genetically engineered mice provides the possibility to investigate changes in this balance 

in vivo. However, the function and physiological properties of LSO neurons in living mice are not 

well described yet. Our data confirms the general functionality, as LSO principal cells reliably and 

consistently responded with a decrease in firing upon rising contralateral sound intensities. 

Additionally, this characteristic mechanism was equally observed for any of the applied stimuli. The 

comparison of WT and Fmr1 KO animals, however, revealed an altered processing of interaural level 

differences (ILDs), indicating a shift in the balance of inhibition and excitation. 

7.5.1 Smaller ILD values for pure tones could reflect enhanced excitability in Fmr1 
KO animals 

In fact, significantly smaller ILD values for Fmr1 KO animals were shown when stimulated with 

pure tones. Positive ILD values illustrate a half-maximal inhibition, when the ipsilateral sound 

intensity still exceeds the contralateral intensity and correspond to a simulated location of the sound 

source on the ipsilateral side of the head. Hence, smaller or even negative ILD values indicate that a 

higher contralateral sound intensity is necessary to achieve the same level of suppression of the 

ipsilateral excitation. This result can thus be interpreted as either reduced inhibition or increased 

excitation. As inhibitory inputs showed to be unaltered in slice recordings (Garcia-Pino et al., 2017) 

and an enhanced excitability was demonstrated for other brainstem nuclei (Rotschafer et al., 2015b), 

this finding matches with the hypothesis of a shift in the balance of excitation and inhibition as a 

result of enhanced excitability in Fmr1 KO mice.  

However, this effect could not be confirmed for the stimulation with noise bursts and clicks. This 

discrepancy could be explained by the nature of these acoustic stimuli and the processing of this 

information along the auditory pathway. Both, white noise and clicks theoretically incorporate 

frequencies of the entire audible spectrum with identical intensities. Consequently, when stimulated 
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with such sounds, the basilar membrane will be equally dislocated across it’s full extent and large 

subdivisions of the auditory nerve and subsequent nuclei will respond. For pure tones in turn, only 

the segment of the membrane with corresponding resonant properties will be effectively deflected 

and only fewer subdivisions of the auditory path will be excited. In this context, the mechanism of 

lateral inhibition has been shown to shape the response of auditory neurons for enhanced contrast 

(Kral and Majernik, 1996). Studies from auditory nerve fibers and cochlear nucleus neurons have 

shown smaller effects of lateral inhibition for stimulation with pure tones in comparison to broadband 

signals (Schalk and Sachs, 1980; Martin and Dickson, 1983; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994). A 

computational model proposes a decreased response of inhibitory interneurons in the cochlear 

nucleus for pure tone stimuli and thus a decreased lateral inhibition (Hancock et al., 1997). Moreover, 

a loss of FMRP was shown to downregulate GABA-receptor subunits in the brainstem of FXS mice 

(El Idrissi et al., 2005). This could likewise affect lateral inhibition in the CN. However, lateral 

inhibition was not investigated in cells of the LSO to date. Yet, the excitatory inputs arise from bushy 

cells in the ventral cochlear nucleus (Kuwabara et al., 1991; Pickles, 2008), where effective lateral 

inhibition was shown. Hence, a difference in the processing of pure tones and broadband stimuli 

could already happen at the level of the cochlear nucleus, in turn being propagated to cells of the 

LSO. To confirm such a theory, recordings from bushy cells in the CN of Fmr1 KO mice would be 

necessary. 

7.5.2 Suppression efficacy is reduced in FXS 

A significant measure in the context of ILD processing is not only the relative point where inhibition 

successfully suppresses excitation, but also how fast this process is taking place. This question was 

addressed with calculating the slope of the sigmoid approximation of the ILD function at the point 

of inflection. Following this procedure, a significant but readily explainable difference between the 

three applied sound stimuli was observed. In wildtype mice, the slopes of both pure tone and noise 

ILD functions showed equivalent mean values, which is in accordance with what was reported from 

the LSO of cats (Greene et al., 2010). Slopes for click ILDs, however, were strikingly smaller. 

Smaller slope values reflect a steeper decay of the function, i.e. excitation is faster and more 

efficiently suppressed. Most cells responded to clicks with typically just one action potential, to pure 

tones and noise, however, with few more spikes. Thus, a gradual increase of inhibition results much 

faster in a total suppression in case of just one spike, explaining the discrepancy between these 

stimuli.  

Moreover, this incident could possibly explain the flattened slopes in Fmr1 KO animals. Here, at 

least for the pure tone condition, a statistically significant difference was observed. As shown, LSO 

cells of Fmr1 KO mice tend to respond with more and prolonged firing of action potentials. In KO 
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animals, a gradual reduction of fired action potentials was observed with rising contralateral sound 

intensity and thus increasing inhibition. It can thus be speculated that more or stronger inhibition is 

necessary to completely suppress the ipsilateral excitation, eventually resulting in a shallower slope. 

However, the functional consequences and behavioral implications of such shifted ILD functions and 

broadened shapes, e.g. impaired sound localization abilities, remain elusive and would have to be 

addressed in behavioral experiments.  

7.5.3 ILD values are scattered across the behaviorally relevant range 

An additional characteristic comes to mind when we look at the dispersion of the individual data 

points for half-maximal ILD values. These values are scattered over a broad extent, ranging from -

13 to +37 dB. Other studies of ILD processing in different animals with comparable physiological 

and ecological conditions showed almost exactly the same dispersion of ILD values as observed in 

this study (Park et al., 1996; Sanes and Rubel, 1988). Here, for bats and gerbils, ILD values ranged 

from -20 to +50 dB. The only existing work in mice reported a range from -20 dB to +27 dB (Karcz 

et al., 2011). This makes sense when considering the functional aspect of ILD computation. The 

auditory system needs to cover the whole range of behaviorally relevant ILDs to faithfully decipher 

the location of a sound source in the azimuthal plane. Depending on the slope of the ILD function, 

the dynamic range of a single cell is limited and is thus only capable to account for a certain sector 

of the entire azimuth. Hence, to provide for the whole extent of the acoustic horizon, cells sensitive 

to different half-maximal ILD values are essential. Moreover, this can be explained with the 

persisting model of ILD processing. As shown by Park et al., 1996, ILD sensitivity is supposed to be 

result of differentially timed inputs of excitation and inhibition. As likewise evident from data of the 

present study, the latency of an auditory signal is dependent on the intensity of the acoustic stimulus. 

Here this is shown for excitatory inputs, but suspected to be congruent for inhibitory neuronal 

transmission as well. Considering this mechanism, the model of so called delay lines (Jeffress, 1948; 

Irvine et al., 2001; Fontaine and Peremans, 2007) becomes clearly comprehensible: At a fixed 

ipsilateral stimulus intensity, excitatory inputs show a constant delay of the first spike latency. The 

same process can be contemplated for inhibitory inputs, however at low contralateral stimulus 

intensities, the inhibitory delay is considerably longer than the excitatory. Similar effects have 

already been reported for the coding of sound amplitudes in the IC of mice (Tang et al., 2008). This 

delay results in an effective neuronal response. When contralateral intensity increases, whereas 

ipsilateral sound levels remain constant, as it is the case for ILD function measurements, the delay 

of the inhibitory inputs is gradually reduced and eventually overlaps the excitatory inputs. This 

mechanism requires an effectively delayed inhibition, which can be realized with e.g. longer 

transmission distances or additionally intercalated synapses. In case of the LSO, both suppositions 

are known to be true (Smith et al., 1991; Warr et al., 1997). In connection with the fact of dispersed  
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Generates positive ILDci

Generates ILDci at around 0 dB

Generates negative ILDci

Figure 25: Schematic models showing how the matching of thresholds and latencies 
from the two ears could create the variety of ILDs of complete inhibition (ILDci) in neurons 
with matched latencies (panels 1–3) and in neurons with mismatched latencies (panels 
4–7). Each LSO cell is innervated by several fibers (arrows) from the ipsilateral 
(excitatory) ear and several fibers from the contralateral (inhibitory) ear. The threshold of 
each fiber is indicated by its position relative to the target LSO cell: fibers with high 
thresholds are at the top, and fibers with progressively lower thresholds are at the bottom. 
The latency of the input is indicated by the distance of each fiber from the target LSO cell. 
For neurons with mismatched latencies, the difference between the latencies of the 
excitatory and inhibitory inputs is indicated by a bar that separates the LSO cell from the 
inputs. Shown next to each LSO cell are three hypothetical records. Each record shows 
the relative strength and timing of excitation (top) and inhibition (bottom) that would be 
generated in the LSO cell by a sound at a particular location in the frontal sound field. 
The top records show the excitation and inhibition resulting from a sound in the ipsilateral 
field that would generate an ILD that favors the excitatory ear, the middle records for a 
sound directly in front, and the bottom record for a sound in the contralateral sound field. 
The location that would result in equally strong excitation and inhibition is indicated on 
the right of one of the three records. Adapted from Park et al., 1996. 
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ILD values, delay lines of different “lengths” could account for a scattered distribution of ILD 

sensitivities. This model is illustrated in figure 25, adapted from Park et al., 1996. 

7.5.4 ILD values depend on spectral content 

Yet, an additional aspects needs to be addressed in the context of biologically relevant ILDs. As 

previously introduced, the range of behaviorally meaningful ILD values is not only restricted to the 

distance of both ears and the size of the head, which accounts responsible for the resultant sound 

shadow at the opposing ear, but is notably dependent on the enclosed frequencies. On the one hand, 

this correlation is directly linked for physical reasons. Travelling sound waves become attenuated 

when they encounter an obstacle of at least the size of the wavelength of the carrying frequency. For 

example, a 1000 Hz sound shows a wavelength of approximately 34 cm. Accordingly, it will not be 

significantly attenuated by an obstacle of the size of a human head with a mean diameter of 16 cm, 

hence resulting in a negligible ILD. A sound of 10 kHz with a wavelength of 3.4 cm, however, will 

be reasonably attenuated, thus producing a relevant ILD. Moreover, 20 kHz with 1.7 cm wavelength 

will result in an even larger ILD.  

Additionally, also the dampening effect of air plays a substantial role for ILD generation. It increases 

drastically for rising frequencies, especially in the ultrasonic range. In summary, ILDs strongly 

depend on the engaged frequency. This relationship has already been observed and proven decades 

ago, especially in the context of auditory research for humans (Mills, 1960) and animals (Wakeford 

and Robinson, 1974; Keating et al., 2014). Concomitantly, it would be strongly expected that the 

observed dispersion of ILD values is correlated with the characteristic frequency of the respective 

auditory neuron. However, analysis of the measured ILD values with regard to the corresponding CF 

revealed no correlation, neither for wildtype mice nor for Fmr1 KO animals. Yet, this finding is in 

accordance to a number of studies about ILD coding (Caird and Klinke, 1983; Sanes and Rubel, 

1988; Siveke et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2015). Here it was shown that psychophysical sensitivity to 

ILD is virtually invariant across frequencies. Likewise, in various species ILD-coding neurons were 

found spanning the entire tonotopic axis, regardless of the fact that ILD processing was irrelevant for 

the lower end of this spectrum. Here, these findings are explained with additional mechanisms of 

ILD generation. Beside sound shadows and air dampening, also large low-frequency ILDs can occur 

in multisource, reverberant environments (Gourévitch and Brette, 2012; Młynarski and Jost, 2014) 

or as a result of distance-dependent sound dispersion (Brungart et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2010). 

However, in this context, a fairly broad distribution of observed ILD values becomes more 

intelligible. 
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7.6 Processing of pure tones after repetitive stimulation is not affected in 
FXS 

We were interested in how LSO cells process single pure tones following strong stimulation at high 

repetition rates. Two main objectives were addressed:  

A prevailing symptom of FXS is hyperresponsiveness to sensory stimuli. In this context, deficits to 

adapt to repetitive stimulation in Fmr1 KO mice were shown (He et al., 2017). Closely related are 

reports from reduced habituation to repetitive sensory stimuli (Castrén et al., 2003b; Ethridge et al., 

2016; McDiarmid et al., 2017; Miller et al., 1999b; Sinclair et al., 2017). Although qualitatively 

referring to similar processes, i.e. a reduced response following repetitive stimulation, many different 

mechanisms are involved in adaptation and habituation (Kandel, 1976). Nonetheless, the most basic 

feature of adaptation and habituation is the processing of periodic stimuli and a gradual decay of its 

response. In the context of hyperresponsiveness to sensory stimuli, we tested if such a reduction is 

affected in FXS. 

Additionally, the circuitry of the LSO allows for a unique approach of intrinsic properties in vivo. 

FMRP interacts with a number of ion channel complexes and two of which were shown to be 

expressed at LSO cells (Rizzi et al., 2016; Sausbier et al., 2006). A lack of FMRP was associated 

with a reduced activity of the sodium-activated potassium channel Slack (Brown et al., 2010) and a 

decreased activation of the calcium-activated potassium channel BK (Deng et al., 2013). As a 

functional consequence, synaptic short-term plasticity and the precise temporal processing of action 

potentials is affected in Fmr1 KO mice. Our hypothesis was that a reduced activation of these 

potassium channels is reflected in the processing of auditory stimuli. The applied paradigm allowed 

conclusions about the impact of a loss of FMRP on these ion channels directly at LSO cells, i.e. 

disregarding propagated effects from lower stages of the auditory path.  

7.6.1 Artificial adaptation results from strong activation of LSO cells 

Adaptation is commonly observed as a gradual decline of neuronal activity upon ongoing stimulation 

(Givois and Pollack, 2000; Mutschler et al., 2010). Many cells of nuclei within the auditory system 

show neuronal activity on stimulation with sounds throughout the entire stimulation period, often 

with a pronounced onset and/or offset response (Ulanovsky et al., 2004; Pérez-González and 

Malmierca, 2014). Here, adaptation can be observed as a gradual decline in the firing rate during the 

time course of the stimulation signal. Respectively, repetitive stimulation likewise can result in 

adaptive behavior, as the neuronal response progressively decreases with the number of stimulus 

iterations. In case of the LSO of mice, most principal cells showed a strong and exclusive onset firing 

pattern, regardless of the stimulus duration. Consequently, no adaptation was observed with single 
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long-duration sounds. Likewise, the adaptation paradigm with preceding click train resulted only in 

a reduced firing for the monaural condition. With this finding, however, the reduced response can be 

clearly attributed to a somatic, i.e. postsynaptic and thus intrinsic origin of the LSO cell itself. If the 

response to the pure tone would have been similarly reduced with and without preceding firing, this 

would have indicated a presynaptic effect. Various parameters of signal transduction, such as a shift 

in the concentration of the intra- and extracellular ionic composition or channel adaptation can 

account for this effect (Sah and Faber, 2002; Bhattacharjee and Kaczmarek, 2005; Schmid et al., 

2010; Typlt et al., 2013). The underlying mechanism, however, is not provable with our experiments, 

but was also not subject of this study.  

Additionally, the apparent increase of response strength to the pure tone between short and long 

recovery conditions indicates the transient adapting impact of the click train. The tested delays 

between click train and pure tone of 10 and 50 ms and the resulting recovery are in accordance to 

studies in guinea pigs, gerbils and rats, where recovery times from adaptation in ANFs and the SOC 

between 25 and 100 ms were demonstrated (Westerman and Smith, 1984; Yates et al., 1985; 

Finlayson and Adam, 1997). At higher stages, such as the IC, recovery durations of already 225 ms 

were measured (Ingham and McAlpine, 2004). Still, it has to be considered that these effects of 

adaptation are only measurable after exclusively monaural stimulation. This represents an artificial 

situation that will hardly occur in natural environments, where sounds commonly reach both ears. In 

most cases of binaural stimulation, a significant reduction due to contralateral inhibition was already 

measurable. Consequently, adaptation will presumably not occur in native conditions or is of small 

relevance. This is in line with suggestions that adaptation at such early stages of auditory processing 

needs to be of minor impact to allow for the processing of basic acoustic features in the brainstem 

nuclei, such as sound location (Sumner and Palmer, 2012). However, it demonstrates a measurable 

adaptation of LSO cells and served as control condition for the subsequent comparison with Fmr1 

KO animals. 

7.6.2 Altered cortical adaptation in FXS is not reflected at the level of the LSO 

Comparisons between WT and FXS animals likewise did not reveal measurable differences. This is 

reflected by no significant changes in the total reliability on increasing stimulation rates between WT 

and Fmr1 KO animals. Additionally, the shape of the response function throughout presentation of 

click trains with different repetition rates should have been affected, if adaptation was altered in 

Fmr1 KO. However, no significant changes were observed also in this case, once more suggesting a 

negligible impact of adaptation on principal cells of the LSO and in comparison between Fmr1 KO 

and WT mice. Further information was expected from the adapting effect of a click train on the 

response to a subsequent pure tone, especially in the scope of the discussed origin of this adaptation. 
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In this scenario, an artificial adaptation for only monaural conditions was observed, yet again no 

differences between genotypes were measured. This leads to the main conclusion that the reported 

impairments of acoustic habituation and adaptation in FXS are not reflected in such an early stage of 

auditory processing and thus have to be generated at higher brain areas. 

These results and the discrepancy to the reported effects of habituation and adaptation in FXS can be 

interpreted, as habituation and adaptation to auditory stimuli is often described as a multi-modal 

phenomenon, especially at processing stages like the midbrain or the cortex (Ulanovsky et al., 2004; 

Skoe and Kraus, 2010; Costa-Faidella et al., 2011). With complex habituation paradigms, the 

presence of different types of habituation were proposed. Here, effects of habituation over several 

time ranges are shown, supporting the idea of a hierarchically organized system of habituation, but 

still based on sensory adaptation (Grimm et al., 2011; Grimm and Escera, 2012). Potential cortical 

mechanisms for these effects were discussed as for example synaptic depression (Wehr and Zador, 

2005), increased inhibition (Zhang et al., 2003), decreased excitation or lateral inhibition (Qin and 

Sato, 2004) or an imbalanced interplay of excitation and inhibition (De Ribaupierre et al., 1972; 

Volkov and Galazjuk, 1991; Ojima and Murakami, 2002; Oswald et al., 2006). More complex 

habituation mechanisms, which are addressable with paradigms aiming for mismatch negativity 

(MMN) or stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA) were formerly suspected to occur only at cortical 

stages (Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Nelken and Ulanovsky, 2007). In recent studies, however, it was 

demonstrated that phenomena like SSA occur also subcortically, e.g. in the MGB or the IC (Anderson 

et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2009; Antunes et al., 2010; Bäuerle et al., 2011; Ayala et al., 2012; Duque and 

Malmierca, 2014). Yet, no evidence was found for such effects already at the auditory brainstem. 

Accordingly, the reported impairments of acoustic habituation of FXS patients could thus be assumed 

to be dependent from alterations in these higher centers of sensory processing. In this context, no 

changes in this basic form of artificial adaptation are not necessarily in contrast to the reported 

impairments, but more likely outline the robustness and reliability of a basic nucleus like the LSO. 

7.6.3 Ion channel interactions of FMRP have no effect on response strength 

The lack of FMRP was suspected to result in a reduced activation of the potassium channels Slack 

and BK. Fmr1 KO mice showed impaired short-term plasticity and a reduced temporal precision of 

action potentials (Brown et al., 2010; Deng et al., 2013). As a functional consequence, the ability to 

respond to high frequent stimulation trains was predicted to be impaired. Finally, this was supposed 

to result in a less effective adaptation and thus in a stronger response to the test tone. However, no 

significant changes in the response strength after strong firing of LSO cells were observed. In line 

with these results are in vivo recordings from MNTB neurons in Fmr1 KO mice where no significant 

effects from a lack of FMRP on synaptic strength or short-term potentiation were found (Wang et 
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al., 2015). One suggestion was the direct interaction of FMRP with N-type calcium channels (Ferron 

et al., 2014), which are absent in the adult MNTB presynapse (Iwasaki et al., 2000). Yet, this could 

account only for effects in the MNTB. Another explanation could be a smaller general effect of both 

mentioned channels on the effective processing of high frequency stimulation. One indication for 

such a minor impact is the fact that cells of KO animals were still able to follow high stimulation 

rates with similar reliability. If potassium channels were severely affected, LSO cells lacking FMRP 

would not be able to follow high stimulation rates, as Johnston et al. (2010) suggested for the role of 

potassium channels in the auditory system. Further, if repolarization was effectively slowed down 

by a reduced activity of both channels, we would expect elongated action potentials in the LSO of 

Fmr1 KO mice. In fact, slice recordings showed similar action potential half-widths in WT and Fmr1 

KO mice (Garcia-Pino et al., 2017), again pointing towards a minor impact of FMRP on potassium 

channel kinetics. Additionally, other potassium channels could rescue or alleviate a reduced activity 

of Slack and BK channels. Kv1.1 channels were also shown to contribute to precise timing of action 

potentials in the MNTB (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2003) and are expressed in the LSO of rodents 

(Barnes-Davies et al., 2004; Karcz et al., 2011). Similarly, channels of the Kv7/KCNQ family are 

supposed to modulate neuronal excitability in auditory nuclei (Navarro-López et al., 2009) and are 

present in the LSO of rats (Caminos et al., 2007). Yet, immunoreactivity for BK channels in LSO is 

relatively low in comparison to other brain areas like the cortex or the hippocampus (Sausbier et al., 

2006). This could indicate a minor impact of this channel on the processing of high frequency 

stimulation. However, the results once more illustrate the temporal robustness of a basic nucleus like 

the LSO. 

7.7 Concluding remarks 

The LSO of mice has shown to comprise an attractive circuit model to address the question of basic 

auditory processing. Especially for the assessment of the interplay of excitation and inhibition, this 

nucleus represents a valuable tool to study physiological properties in vivo. Our results provide 

supplemental evidence for an enhanced excitability in case of FXS as a consequence from the lack 

of FMRP. The role of FMRP in the variety of symptoms in FXS, however, might be further addressed 

with developmental studies. A number of symptoms are suggested to manifest in the course of 

maturation. The influence of FMRP on a developing organism could thus be subject of future 

research with still many open questions. 
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9 Abbreviations 

ABR auditory brainstem response 

AC auditory cortex 

ANF auditory nerve fiber 

AVCN anterior ventral cochlear nucleus 

CF characteristic frequency 

CN cochlear nerve 

DAB diaminobenzidine 

EEG electroencephalography 

EPSC excitatory postsynaptic current 

ERP event-related potentials 

FIR finite impulse response 

Fmr1 fragile X mental retardation 1 

FSL first spike latency 

FXS fragile X syndrome 

GlyT2 glycine transporter 2 

HRP horseradish peroxidase 

IC inferior colliculus 

ILD interaural level difference 

ITD interaural time difference 

KO knock-out 

LNTB lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body 

LSO lateral superior olive 

LTD  long-term depression 

LTP long-term potentiation 

MAP2 microtubule-associated protein 2 

mGluR metabotropic glutamate receptor 

MMN mismatch negativity 

MNTB medial nucleus of the trapezoid body 

MPEP 2-Methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)pyridine 

MSO medial superior olive 

NDS normal donkey serum 

PB phosphate buffer 

PBS phosphate buffered saline 

PFA paraformaldehyde 
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SD standard deviation 

sEPSC spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents 

SNR signal-to-noise ratio 

SOC superior olivary complex 

SPN superior paraolivary nucleus 

SSA  stimulus-specific adaptation 

VAS ventral acoustic stria 

vGluT1&2 vesicular glutamate transporter 1 & 2 

VNTB ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body 

VS vector strength 

WT wildtype 
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